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NEWS IN BRIEF….
In the two years since you received your last newsletter, much has changed. We have new department officers: Mark
Wasserman is now chair, Belinda Davis now graduate chair, and
Jennifer Jones completes an extended term as undergraduate
chair and has been replaced by Johanna Schoen.
At the University level, Rutgers acquired a medical
school (part of it the descendant of the medical school the University lost in the early 1970s), and is going through the complex and apparently quite expensive process of merging. While
nationally attention has focused on the recurrent problems in the
athletic department, the medical school merger is the real story,
and the one likely to reshape the University.
Five new faculty members in women’s and gender history recently joined the department: Leah DeVun (medieval and
Renaissance) came from Texas A & M University and is the
author of Prophecy, Alchemy, and the End of Time: John of
Rupescissa in the Late Middle Ages. Rachel Devlin (20th century American culture and gender) joined us from Tulane University. She is the author of Relative Intimacy: Fathers, Adolescent
Daughters, and Postwar American Culture. Johanna Schoen
(20th century U.S., women, and public health), comes to Rutgers
from the University of Iowa and is the author of Choice and
Coercion: Birth Control, Sterilization, and Abortion in Public
Health and Welfare in the Twentieth Century. Chie Ikeya
(modern Southeast Asia, gender, and colonialism), previously at
the National University of Singapore, is the author of Refiguring
Women, Colonialism, and Modernity in Burma. Judith Surkis
(France, Algeria, and gender) comes to Rutgers from Harvard
and Columbia University, and is the author of Sexing the Citizen: Masculinity and Morality in France, 1870-1920.
Other new faculty members include Tuna Artun
(Ph.D. Princeton), a scholar of Ottoman history; Andy Urban
(Ph.D. University of Minnesota) an Assistant Professor in the
American Studies and History departments, whose work focuses
on domestic service, the “servant problem,” and nineteenthcentury anxieties about immigration; Jamie Pietruska (Ph.D.
M.I.T.), whose forthcoming book, Looking Forward: A Cultural
History of Prediction in the Gilded Age, examines the economic
and epistemological implications of forecasting; Jonathan
Gribetz (Ph.D. Columbia), a joint appointment with Jewish
Studies, who works on encounters between Jews and their Middle Eastern neighbors in the late 19th and early 20th centuries;

and Lou Masur (Ph.D. Princeton), Professor in the American
Studies and History departments, whose recent books include
Lincoln’s Hundred Days: The Emancipation Proclamation and
the War for the Union (2012) and Runaway Dream: Born to Run
and Bruce Springsteen’s American Vision (2009). All this accomplished ahead of the hiring freeze that affected virtually all
of the New Brunswick School of Arts and Sciences last year.
We also have lost faculty: Ann Gordon’s retirement
brings to conclusion her leadership of the six-volume Elizabeth
Cady Stanton and Susan B. Anthony papers project. Nancy
Hewitt, one of the anchors of our American History and Women’s and Gender program since she arrived at Rutgers in 1999,
retired effective July 1, 2013. Allen Howard’s undergraduate
courses in World Civilization, African history, and the Atlantic
World were central to our department’s innovative world and
comparative history programs, until his retirement in 2011.
Suzanne Lebsock has had a long and distinguished career at
Rutgers, first from 1977 to 1992, when she helped build the
women’s history program and then after 2002 when she returned
to Rutgers, arriving just as her prize-winning and innovative
history, A Murder in Virginia: Southern Justice on Trial was
published. Karl Morrison shared his deep engagement in medieval intellectual history with undergraduate history majors from
his arrival at Rutgers in 1988 to his retirement in 2010. Our
Business Manager, Mary DeMeo will retire in August 2013,
after 25 years of service at Rutgers. James Reed, who had
served as undergraduate chair and Dean of Rutgers College,
taught our U.S. survey course for decades, and spent his career
studying the birth control movement and intelligence testing,
will retire at the end of the year.
One could mention many notable accomplishments of
the past two years, but rather than present a list, three events
deserve mention because of their particular significance to those
of you who once were students in the Ph.D. program. In April
2012, former Rutgers students of Alice Kessler-Harris presented
a panel in her honor at the Organization of American Historians
convention in Milwaukee on the "Wide Ranging Significance of
Gender." Daniel Katz chaired the session that included Karen
Balcom, Jennifer Brier, Colleen O'Neill, Beatrix Hoffman, and
Mary Poole. Many other former students were in the audience
as well as several of her former Rutgers colleagues. Alice, now
at Columbia, was more generally honored as she stepped down
from a year as president of the OAH.

In November 2012, several of the students with whom
John Chambers had worked met at Fordham University for a
public program on World War II. The program celebrated the
publication of The United States and the Second World War
and honored John's career. Among those participating were
Scott Bennett, G. Kurt Piehler, Sidney Pash, and Ann Pfau.
In March 2013, The History Department, the Institute
for Women's Leadership, and the Department of Women's and
Gender Studies sponsored a two-day conference, "Other Lives,
Other Voices" in honor of Bonnie Smith. In addition to faculty
participants and students Bonnie had once taught at Rochester,
speakers included: Richard Jobs, Darcie Fontaine, Charles Upchurch, Kathleen Keller, Marc Matera, Richard Keller, Brady
Brower, Andrew Daily, Sandrine Sanos, Suzanne Kaufman,

Kris Alexanderson. Rebecca Scales, Cynthia Kreisel, Todd
Shepard, and Tamara Chaplin (with my apology for any left
out).
These three events, coming on the heels of conferences for Steven Lawson and Allen Howard, were poignant
reminders of the link between past, present, and future for the
department.
As a final note, and yet one more link, the graduate
students held this April the 35th (!) annual graduate student
conference, "Myth, Memory & History," now renamed the
Warren and Beatrice Susman Graduate Conference." Danielle
McGuire, of Wayne State University, was the keynote speaker.
Paul Clemens

Graduate Students at Work
Note: in 2010/11, we asked two of our advanced graduate students to share with readers their research experiences. Their essays were not published as the 2011/12 newsletter was never mailed. Here, they have
updated their earlier drafts to reflect events since that date, but these are essentially essays about experiences two or three years ago..
Laura Ann Twagira. I first worked in Mali as a Peace Corps volunteer ten years before I returned as a researcher. During my Peace Corps years, I never spent much time in the capital, Bamako, staying for the most part in the rural town where I
worked. I now had to navigate bustling Bamako, with its early morning traffic dominated by zooming motos. It was nothing like
what I had remembered from my first time in Mali. As soon as I arrived, I obtained my research permissions from a hidden government office far from the University or National Archives. It was housed in an unmarked building along a road where large semi
-trucks unloaded fruit and other produce for local market sellers. Luckily, I was accompanied by a local graduate student who had
worked for another American researcher and agreed to help me get situated.
On my first day in the archive, I met the welcoming and generous staff of the National Archives located on top of Koulouba hill. The Malian National Archives are split between an old colonial building on top of the hill, now neighboring the Presidential Palace, and a modern building in the center of town. At the archive on the hill, where I spent much of my time, there was
no close-by lunch spot, but the archivists offered free coffee in the morning and it had a clean bathroom with running water and
soap. More importantly, the reading room was always staffed with an archivist, ready to help, or discuss Malian history. In the
center of town, the archive had sporadic wireless internet, and an in-house cheap cafeteria, but the reading room was sometimes
unstaffed and the restroom had no running water or soap. I preferred to make a lunch and enjoy the relaxing research atmosphere
on the hill, even though it was slightly complicated to get there in the morning. Because the Presidential Palace was also on top of
the hill, no taxis or public buses were allowed beyond a certain point, and I still had quite a walk to the top. Then, another researcher tipped me off to a free administrative bus for government employees—and researchers! [Author's note: According to one
of the archivists the materials from the Koulouba hill archive have recently been moved to the newer location in the center of town.
The move followed the overthrow of President Amadou Toumani Touré in March 2012 when he was taken from the Presidential
Palace (near the archives).]
Both sites offered generally organized catalogs for their holdings, and I only came across a missing record a few times.
However, papers from the earlier periods were often crumbling, and large holes, from insects or decay, distorted entire stacks of
papers in some files. The one major event I had trouble documenting in my first three months of research was a large drought and
famine from just before World War I. I hoped the regional archives would be more fruitful. The archive director did not permit
photography, so I collected large stacks of copies that made my suitcases very heavy at the end of the year. However, the archivists
were sympathetic to the need to photograph large maps and allowed clandestine snapshots, as long as the director was not around.
In fact, over the years, several staff members have pushed to digitize the collection.
After three months, I left the capital to conduct fieldwork. I was researching women at a large agricultural project begun
under French colonial rule, and expected much of my information on gender roles to come from interviews. I contacted the administrators of the agricultural scheme, still in operation, for permission to work on-site. I was directed to coordinate with several
women’s development workers, or animatrices who were friendly and supportive. One animatrice simply put me in contact with
elderly women in different project towns. The others accompanied me for each interview. For much of the time, I lived with a
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host family related to one of the Koulouba archivists who also introduced
me to elderly relatives in another project town. This allowed me to move
outside the institutional oversight.
When I was planning to work in an area that was generally less
accessible, I coordinated with another set of animatrices. They insisted I
pay for gas for their motos, as they were going to accompany me for all the
interviews. I was surprised because the first animatrices had refused my
offer to pay for gas or other expenses, and even gave me gifts of food. I
soon realized that gas was extremely expensive in this area of the project.
In fact, the animatrices wanted to accompany me because they were extremely interested in my project, but were unable to cover gas for their
work and our extra trips. They were active in the interviews, asked for
clarification of questions and answers consistently, and made the meetings
fun and lively. It was more than I could ask for from the two women already working fulltime for the project.

National Archives of Mali (Koulouba)

After almost 6 months of interviews, I headed for the regional
capital to consult the local administrative and institutional archives. I initially expected to find a great deal in the administrative
records for the region, but the archivist missed meeting after meeting, and I could only consult the documents upon appointment. I
ended up spending most of my time reading in the institutional archives, which to my surprise was a treasure trove for early colonial
observations of local agricultural practice and regional botany. Agricultural scientists, water engineers, and sociology students from
the national university pass through this archive, but often only for a day or two before beginning field work. The woman who ran
the archive was unaccustomed to researchers like me who showed up every day to work all day. The first couple of days, I called
her to schedule time to work and had to wait for more than an hour for her to arrive. Soon, however, she instructed the guard to
simply let me into the building when I arrived in the morning. This time, my persistence paid off.
My reading table was literally in among the shelved documents. Around the time I gained liberal access to the archive, I
was also locating documents myself on the shelf and taking as many photos as I needed. I even fielded other visitors when the archivist was out. The fasting month of Ramadan started while I was still working in the institutional archive. If I had found a particularly interesting folder, I often worked through lunch. We all started joking that I was fasting along with the other staff. Though I was
often alone in the reading room, and it was less social than either of the National Archive locations, I gradually was settled into a
comfortable work routine. I caught the moto-taxi near the hotel where I had negotiated cheap rent and jumped off a block from the
archive. The moto-taxi, was a moto equipped with a small attached covered wagon and cost only 150 CFA (roughly 30 cents),
whereas a cab to the spot for the administrative bus in Bamako was 1500 CFA (around $3).
When I returned to Bamako, to fill in some gaps, I only had one month left of my year-long research grant. I wanted to
accomplish as much as possible and even went to the archive on my last day. I was booked on a late-night flight. That morning, I
checked my bags at the airline's city office and
walked two blocks to the in-town archive. Incredibly, I found documentation for the
1913-1914 famine that I had been looking for since
my first day. It was in a set of materials from the
1930s on food-supply. The then governor was researching prior governmental responses to drought
and famine because the colony was facing a similar
environmental crisis. The earlier documents were
subsequently filed with the 1930s records. I quickly asked the archivist to make me a copy, explaining what I had found. His face lit up. He said he
was going to make another copy for a separate file
on the famine, deciding to leave the trace of colonial administrative research intact. Earlier that day I
also found some early records on agricultural markets and the farming calendar. It was one of my
most productive archive days, and like a lot of my
research successes, unexpected and completely due
to chance. When the archive closed, I went to
check out from my hostel, and a few friends drove
me to the airport. All the while I was clutching
those precious last-minute copies in my carry-on.
Laura Ann Twagira, with Nianzon Bouare and his wife
Hawa Coulibaly in Molodo-Bamana (interviewees)
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Annalise Kinkel DeVries. I arrived in Cairo in September 2010, a few days
before the Fulbright’s in-country orientation. I had been in Egypt before, the
previous fall to do language study. While that first excursion into Cairo life
was a bit of a rude awakening, this second time was exciting. It felt familiar,
and I had a sense of purpose being there to research, rather than attending language class day after day. The Fulbright added to this sense of welcome,
greeting us with a large dinner and concert on top of the Citadel. Our entertainment that night — the whirling dervish. We watched as this man spun
around and around, never losing his place, as his heavy skirts literally lit up
with fantastic color. Though I would not have guessed it at the time, that image of a human spinning top, kept upright through a determined focus on a
single point, would come to me again and again over the course of the year.
I work on the history of a small suburban town seven miles south of
Cairo, called Ma’adi. The town was founded by a British railway company in
the early-twentieth century. Rather than an extension of the British imperial
arm, Ma’adi was home to a variety of interests and nationalities. Its creation
required commercial collaboration between Egyptian Jews and British businessmen, who carefully designed the space as an ideal garden city — a marriage between town and country, that would help alleviate urban overcrowding. It became a multinational outpost, with villas designed in German,
French, English, Greek, and Turkish styles, depending on the proprietor. One
American woman even replicated her Columbus, Ohio home in Ma’adi.
If I have learned anything from this international blend of Ma’adiites,
it is that life as a foreigner in the twentieth, and now twenty-first centuries is
often privileged, and the fragility of that privilege often demands unexpected
movement, particularly when a major political event unfolds. In the case of the
January 2011 revolution, like revolutionary events in Egypt’s past, the identity on my passport suddenly gained new significance,
and, as far the State Department was concerned, necessitated I leave the country. Because so many Ma’adi residents carried out a
global existence, they also left sources on their past in a variety of locations. My own evacuation from Egypt unexpectedly allowed
me to trace some of their footsteps.
When I started my research year, I was not sure what kinds of sources I would find. There is one existing book on Ma’adi, written by
Samir Raafat, a longtime resident, who wrote prolifically on the area in the 1990s, but more recently withdrew from talking to anyone about its history. While he was not responsive to my attempts to reach him, his book usefully provided a roadmap of events, and
names I set about tracking down. Upon first arriving, I set about making contacts among long-time residents in the area, and seeing
what various archives held.
The Special Collections and Rare Books Library at the American University in Cairo (AUC) has some of the city’s richest
architectural records, so I sent an email enquiring about anything Ma’adi related they might have. My meagre hopes for something
on villa construction were met by a windfall of material. Just a few weeks before I arrived in Cairo, Mr. Raafat had donated the majority of his research materials to AUC. It had so recently arrived that the majority of it was still uncatalogued. When I got to the
library, they wheeled out a cart piled high with binders full of information on land deeds, newspaper clippings, correspondence, photos, and pamphlets from schools and sporting club. Some of the government documents that he had copied would have likely taken
me most of the year to access on my own. In my first month in Cairo, I already had before me the majority of the sources I had anticipated painstakingly searching for throughout the year. I look back on that moment now with a sense or relief and gratefulness that I
was able to find so much material so early. I spent the majority of the fall combing through the AUC archive, before returning home
for Christmas.
Upon returning to Cairo in January, I was eager to reconnect with the oral history contacts I had made earlier. I had managed to built a network of contacts with some of the area’s long-term residents over the previous year. Through the Ma’adi Women’s
Guild, in particular, I managed to meet older residents who remained deeply committed to the area’s environmental preservation.
Actually meeting one-on-one with these people, however, proved challenging. Schedules were constantly being rearranged, so that
many of my meetings were delayed until after the new year. January 18 was a real turning point. I managed to meet with several contacts in a single day, all of them willing to talk with me in the near future so that their oral histories could be recorded and included in
the AUC archive. Things were coming together. In the background, we heard news of the events in Tunisia — the departure of longtime dictator Zin Al-Abadin Ben 'Ali coming four days before my oral history breakthrough.
A day or two after all those hopeful meetings, I had a conversation with an historian and AUC professor who had lived in
Cairo for 20 years. He described his students’ enthusiasm for the events going on in Tunisia. Upon hearing the news of Ben 'Ali’s
flight to Saudi Arabia, one student had immediately turned to him and said he hoped the same thing would happen in Egypt. We both
shrugged, and smiled, glad to hear the optimism for change, but skeptical about Egyptians’ ability to topple Mubarak.
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We heard rumors about the plans for protests on Police Day, January 25, but the day passed quietly in Ma’adi. While Tahrir
Square was only a few miles away — maybe 20 minutes on the metro — our streets did not evoke any sense of revolution. A few
days later, however, that pervasive quiet turned eerie. By Friday, known as the “Day of Rage” on January 28, our internet and cell
phones were shut off, driving many closer downtown to see what was going on. Then the looting began. Mubarak called off the police in an attempt to insight terror. Rather than cowering, people formed neighborhood militias, creating checkpoints, and working in
shifts throughout the night to keep their homes safe from looters. At first we couldn’t stop watching the news, but after a few days,
we quit turning it on. There were too many unknowns.
There is a thin line between fear and uncertainty. I was not afraid to stay in Cairo. A sense of solidarity was forming between neighbors that I did not want to leave. We shared meals, played cards, swapped stories about what people had seen and heard.
We gazed down from the roof to try to see the tanks rumbling down the street, but this was Ma’adi, and there were too many trees to
see clearly. Work was impossible. For need to focus on something, I borrowed a puzzle from our neighbors — one thousand pieces,
a collage of tiny photographs of Elvis Presley.
The connections we formed made leaving seem strange, almost treacherous. At the same time, we did not know what was
next. The internet was still down, and with it, the banking system. People were running out of cash, so even though food was available, our ability to purchase it was rapidly decreasing. The embassy evacuated the families of employees. All of the oil company people were gone. The sense of the unknown, the potential that things could get much worse, and knowing family and friends in the US
were very worried — all of those thoughts circulated through my mind, and so I decided to leave, and resume research in England
where I new I could find additional sources. My mother booked a flight for me on Lufthansa, and thanks to Skype was able to call
my Egyptian cell phone and give me the details. The same day I left, the Fulbright Commission ordered that all grantees evacuate or
else terminate their grants. Afraid or not, I now had to leave. I broke the curfew to make my morning flight — but found a cab driver willing to take me. My conversation with him was enlightening. He said he supported Mubarak, did not want him to live. When I
asked why, he said that everything was good, everything was fine. For him revolutionary change was unnecessary. Looking back on
it now, his desire for continuity blends with some of my Coptic friends fears about what might happen to them if the Mubarak regime toppled and their country became an Islamist state. Several of those friends have now emigrated to either the U.S. or Canada.
I arrived in England on Feb. 2. Research became a saving grace for me, giving me a focal point as the rest of the world
spun. The image of the whirling dervish came to mind, turning and turning, but not collapsing. I kept thinking to myself, I just need
to get to work, to do something. I landed in Oxford, and stayed with friends who had a spare room for rent. Then I set about looking
up as many names as possible from the list of residents I had gleaned from the AUC archive, seeing if any sources existed on them
in the UK. Where I had expected perhaps a few pockets of loosely-relevant material, I was once again pleasantly surprised. Oxford
had the papers of several Britons in Egypt, some of whom were among Ma’adi’s earliest residents. The sources showed ongoing
connections between early Ma’adi neighbors, some lasting generations, long after they left Egypt. I went from one collection to the
next, as I awaited word on whether or not I could return to Egypt. The Fulbright said they would be in touch in a month. A month
passed, and they still did not know. They told us we could be invited back any day.
I made arrangements to move to London, and continue working there. I knew the British National Archives and the Imperial War Museum had some material on Ma’adi. I had not anticipated finding a veritable treasure trove in the court files. Under the
Ottoman system, Egypt had an international, Mixed Court system that used expatriate judges and lawyers to try their own nationals
in Egypt. The files on the British Consular Court in Cairo hold the legal proceeding of prominent Ma’adiite lawyers, and the wills of
residents who died in Cairo. They contained whole household inventories, and revealed whole networks of relations between families and friends, as the executors were often abroad, and hired other contacts in Cairo to serve in their stead. They also contain the
files on Austrian and German courts, many of whom had property seized during the First and Second World Wars.
I also managed to finally get my oral histories off the ground. Several Egyptian Jews who left Egypt in the 1950s and
1960s relocated in England. Among them was Gabriel Josipovici, who went on to write both fiction and literary criticism. He is
among my more prominent former Ma’adiites who is still living. After exchanging a few emails, he was very enthusiastic to help,
and agreed to have his interview recorded. He also provided contacts for other relatives in England and in Egypt. Once again, things
had the sense of falling into place.
A few days before my conversation with Dr. Josipovici, I received word that I could return to Cairo. By mid-April I was to
be back in my Ma’adi flat, picking up the loose ends I left in January. The history of this multinational place provided a useful guide
through the uncertainty of my present circumstances. Thankfully, when I didn’t know where to go, or quite what to think, I could
ask what my different Ma’adi families did. Where did they go? Who did they know? What did they do? It has kept me upright, as
regimes fell, and I relocated again and again.
I remained in Cairo for an additional six weeks, and came back to the U.S. on May 31, 2011. I have since continued tracking these Ma’adi people from afar, while writing my dissertation from Birmingham, Alabama. Following the ongoing changes in
Egypt’s political situation from a distance has been a series of highs and lows — a lesson in the inconsistencies and of what we call
revolution.
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NEWS FROM THE FACULTY
Michael Adas. Just over two years ago the department, with
very able assistance from Chris Scherer from SAS and strong
support from Chairperson Jim Masschaele and Graduate Director
Seth Koven, established a Master’s Degree program in Global
and Comparative History. Designed provide the tools and training for teaching, writing and thinking about cross-cultural interaction and global patterns for secondary school teachers,
“bridge” degrees for those seeking to go on to PhDs or government and NGO service, and area expertise for our PhD candidates, the program had over twenty very able students enrolled
by the spring of 2013. Some of the Global MA students are already engaged in studying for their capstone exams or researching their primary-source based essays, and some of them as well
as grads who entered the program more recently have demonstrated the potential to go on to PhD programs in a number of
fields, including history and international relations. Others will
continue to both teach world history at some of New York and
New Jersey’s better secondary schools and continue to be engaged in the ongoing process of determining appropriate standards for both AP-world history courses and global curriculums
more generally. As director of the program, it has been a genuine
pleasure to work with these students, as well as the fine PhD
candidates, who have opted for a Global and Comparative minor,
over the past couple of years.
Those commitments have also made it possible for me
to realize a collaboration that I had thought for decades was essential between the History Department and the Graduate School
of Education aimed at better preparing prospective secondary
school teachers for the challenge of teaching world history,
which has for some years been mandatory in secondary schools
in both New York and New Jersey. Working with Ben Justice of
the GSE in a course on Approaches to Global History has been
both a learning experience and an excellent opportunity for a
mix of MA, GSE and PhD students to interact in engaging and
innovative ways. In these continuing efforts, I have greatly
missed the full-time collaboration with my recently-retired, but
longstanding co-globalist, Al Howard, who generously came
back from retirement to teach a course in the 2012 fall semester
focused on the Atlantic Ocean world.
In addition to a number of essays in collective volumes
recently published on subjects as diverse as the comparative
method in global history and racism and World War 1, I have
begun testing in a string of keynote and endowed lectures arguments linked to several books in progress focused on various
aspects of trench and guerilla wars of attrition. The work on Everyman in Vietnam, which I am co-authoring with Joe Gilch, continues and often merges with a broader study, tentatively entitled
The Subalterns’ Lament: Misbegotten Wars and the Decline of
Great Powers in the Twentieth Century. At the American Historical Association Meetings in January 2013, I was honored to
give the Toynbee Prize Lecture on a subject of longstanding interest, “Agency, Context, Connections: The Challenge of Combining the Multiple Levels of the Global Experience.” An essay
based on that presentation will be published in Historically
Speaking in late 2013.

Perhaps the most revealing engagement in these wideranging projects resulted from a workshop session on the environment in post-industrial global history that I led for the World
History Institute that our former graduate student Dina Lowy and
her colleagues have run very successfully at Gettysburg College
for several years. The stimulation of working with the college
teachers engaged in the program was enhanced by another
chance to visit, accompanied by two very well-informed docents,
one of the great battle sites of modern times. Systematically traversing the entire length of the Union lines confirmed how personally rewarding my shift over the past decade or so to an emphasis in my research, writing and teaching on war and social
change in global history has been.
Tuna Artun. My first year at Rutgers marked the end of a chapter in my life and the beginning of a new one: in December
2012, I defended my dissertation at Princeton, which allowed me
to have a fresh start for the spring semester. Teaching undergraduate students has been both fun and rewarding, and I very
much look forward to the new courses I will be offering next
year. As a faculty fellow at the Rutgers Center for Historical
Analysis, I had the chance to both present my research and benefit greatly from the discussions and talks at the Center throughout the academic year. I will end the spring semester with a talk
at the Chemical Heritage Foundation in Philadelphia and hopefully visit a number of manuscript libraries in the summer for my
book project.
Sam Baily. It is hard for me to believe that in June I will have
been retired from Rutgers for eleven years. We did spend the
first two of those years in Florence and then in England as directors of the Rutgers Junior Year Abroad programs, but since then
Joan and I have had a full and rich life here in Newburyport. Our
children and seven grandchildren live relatively nearby and it has
been a joy to be part of their lives.
We have also been very active in the local Quaker
meeting and have taken the initiative in developing its Peace
Center. The Center presents programs focusing on such controversial issues as Israel & Palestine, Islamaphobia, the plight of
the homeless, the treatment of individuals in prisons, the Iraq
and Afghanistan wars, and the culture of violence in the United
States today. We try to discuss these issues in respectful dialogues, carefully listening to each other and looking for those
things we have in common. This has been very rewarding for
both Joan and me.
In addition, I have continued to write although on different subjects than Latin America and comparative migration.
For example, I wrote a history of our Quaker meeting which was
first established in 1705. The early Quakers in this area lived
through persecution, including the hanging of four Quakers on
Boston Commons, by the dominant Puritan society of Massachusetts Bay. They were active in the abolition movement, the underground railway, the struggle for women’s suffrage, and opposition to many wars.
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I think often of my many friends and former students at shima disaster), “Arab Spring (Toby Jones and Michael Adas on
Rutgers some of whom we still get a chance to see now and then. Egypt and the Middle-East more widely), and “Same Sex Marriage” (Leah DeVun on intersex issues). It keeps my mind sharp
In peace.
but the work never ends and the interviews, whatever their value
Seymour Becker. On February 16, I chaired a panel entitled
might be in an archive centuries from now, have no short-term
“Modern Challenges to Dynastic Empire: Post-Reform Russia
shelf life. The course also depends on graduate TAs, more than a
and Visions of Modern Heterogeneous Space” at a three-day indozen over the past three years, to lead both online and traditional
th
vitational conference at Columbia University marking the 400
four-wall weekly discussions, and it has been a pleasure to work
Anniversary of the House of Romanov. Three of the four memwith these colleagues-to-be in such a new learning environment.
bers of the panel hold Rutgers Ph.D.’s: Marina Mogilner ’00,
I am currently developing a cross disciplinary 21st centuIlya Gerasimov ’00, and Sergei Glebov ’04. Marina’s paper was
“Pushkin as the True Symbol of the Nation’s Body and Soul,
ry history course with Laura Weigert in the Art History Depart1880-1913,” Ilya’s was “Urban Plebeian Society in Late Imperial ment wherein we hope to develop from a similar structure but
Russia as a Non-Discursive Sphere,” and Sergei’s was “Siberian with some sacrifice of immediacy in favor of timelessness – but
Regionalists’ Vision of Russia’s Political and Cultural Space.”
no yellowing lecture notes welcome here either.
The three constitute 60% of the editorial board of Ab Imperio, the
Jack Cargill. I have nothing academic to report, since my only
Russian/ English scholarly quarterly devoted to problems of emcurrent research is in the family-history area, based on letters and
pire and nationalism founded by Marina and Ilya 13 years ago.
documents collected by my mother and grandmother that date
Marina and Ilya are based in Kazan, the capital of Tatarstan, Rusback to 1905; whether it will lead to anything publishable I do
sian Federation, while Segei holds a joint teaching appointment at
not yet know, but I do hope to give the archive to some historical
Amherst, Smith, Mt. Holyoke, and Hampshire. I continue to
center or library eventually. I mainly report in just to extend
work on my book on Russia’s perceptions of her western bordergreetings to old friends. As for how I am entertaining myself,
th
lands in the 19 century, and I published “The ‘Great Game’: The
anyone may go to YouTube.com and search for "Jack Cargill
History of an Evocative Phrase” in the March 2012 issue of Asian
sings".
Affairs: Journal of the Royal Society for Asian Affairs (London).
John Chambers was awarded a Fulbright to lecture at the UniRudy Bell.
versity of Rome in the spring of 2013. In the fall of 2012, he was
honored in a public program on historians and World War II at
TWO FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
Fordham Lincoln Center Campus, November 12, 2012, which
Are you retired?
also celebrated the publication of a Festschrift edited by G. Kurt
Piehler and Sidney Pash, The United States and the Second
Rudy: No.
World War: New Perspectives by Fordham University Press.
Why?
John’s latest book is Cranbury: A New Jersey Town from the
Colonial Era to the Present (New Brunswick, N.J.: Rutgers UniRudy: I enjoy teaching and plan to continue as long as I am
versity Press, 2012), 272 pages. His book was recently awarded
sound of mind and body. At the graduate level, in the past decade I’ve worked closely in mentoring three Ph.D students in me- a Leadership in History Award of Merit for outstanding local
history from the American Association for State and Local Histodieval and early modern European history – Amanda Pipkin,
ry, 2013. His latest article is “The American Experience in World
Nichola Harris, and Martina Saltamacchia, all currently doing
well in good tenure-track positions. And although I did not have a War II,” in Georg Schild, ed., The American Experience of War
(Paderborn & Munich, Germany: Schöningh-Verlag, 2010), 179scripted role in her dissertation, I also served as an informal adviser to Stacey Patton, who currently wields national influence in 214.
her post as a staff reporter/columnist for The Chronicle of Higher
Education. Nor are the good old days entirely forgotten. Opportu- Paul G. E. Clemens. I have split my time between teaching and
research leaves. I continue to hike, in the front range of the Colonities continue for interaction with Ph.D. students I mentored
rado Rockies, the Great Smokies, and last fall, once again in Produring the “Americanist” phase of my scholarly life at Rutgers
back in the 1960s and 70s: Ted Crackel, now retired as Editor-in- vence with my son and daughter-in-law. Research and writing
Chief of the George Washington Papers Project at the University has focused on the post-World War II history of Rutgers, with the
th
of Virginia, recently provided an interview on Washington’s first hopes of producing a book in time for the school’s 250 anniversary in 2016. I am doing my best to write a book that former
inaugural; and Jack Reynolds at the University of Texas, San
Rutgers students will read, so much of it is devoted to student life
Antonio for a pair of visiting lectures I gave there last fall.
and protest. The most rewarding part of the research was
But my major teaching interest at present is undergradu- “discovering” that long before Rutgers admitted women (1972),
ate education – the traditional big lecture course I continue to
there had been varsity women athletes across town at the womteach each spring with Don Roden on “Love and Death” and
en’s college, Douglass, where the Physical Education Departmore recently the development of high quality online courses.
ment, somewhat reluctantly, supported teams in softball, basketFor the third year in a row, I’ve been teaching “History and the
ball, and field hockey. I tracked down most of the players who
News,” wherein the syllabus is dynamic and each week looks at had participated in these initial 1959-60 “extramural” sports
the historical background and parallels to currently breaking
(typically, a woman played all three) and interviewed them, and
news events. The course depends on fresh interviews with my
later their coach – who was eventually released because the Deexpert faculty colleagues and has taken on subjects as varied as
partment felt she put too much emphasis on “competition.”
“Race and the Police” (Donna Murch on Christopher Doerner’s
manifesto), “Nuclear Crisis in Japan” (Don Roden on the Fuku7

(Today, she is in the school’s athletic hall of fame.). In the classroom I taught the American Revolution again, and paired up for a
second time with a colleague at Sussex to run a special “Tom
Paine” section of the class. We concluded the class by trying
Paine for treason, with the British students defending him and the
American as crown prosecutors. This term, back in the U.S. survey, I am also teaching two classes on the history of Rutgers, and
will teach yet another next fall, with my colleague in Art History,
Carla Yanni. I am particularly proud of my two graduate students who completed their dissertations last year, one writing on
George Washington’s reading (she returns to a secure job teaching at West Point (after tours of duty in Iraq); the other on 17thcentury Dutch and French settlement (he works here as a documentary editor). My children now both work for SONY’s video
games division in computer animation, one usually from New
York and the other always in La Jolla.

bian Archives, the world’s largest LGBT historic collection. My
partner, Macauley, has also had a productive year as a chef, performer, and co-parent of our two-year-old, Saint Cyr. I’m delighted to have joined such a friendly and intellectually engaged department, and our family is happy to be back in the NYC/NJ region.

Melissa Feinberg. One of the marvelous things about being a
professor is getting to develop courses that pursue very different
topics of interest. That was certainly true for me this spring semester as I taught one undergraduate course on Eastern Europe
after 1945 and another called the Modern Girl, about a specific
model of femininity that spread around the world in the 1920s
and 1930s. In the morning, I might be discussing the show trials
of the 1950s in Eastern Europe, where innocent people were
forced to confess to crimes of treason against the Communist
regime. And 90 minutes later, I’d be showing pictures of Chanel
Belinda Davis has spent her first year running the grad program,
frocks and asking students to debate the relationship between
and is finding working with the History grad students more fun
modern femininity and global capitalism. I enjoy being similarly
and inspiring than ever. She enjoyed squeezing in a number of
diverse in my own work. One recent article in the Journal of
talks this academic year, including in Berlin and in Fribourg,
Women’s History was inspired by my fascination with a 1944
Switzerland (which helped build up her miles, so she will be able
survey of rural Bohemian women that delved into their houseto visit her daughter in Japan this summer). In addition to the
keeping secrets and home décor. Questions on the survey ranged
publication of a number of articles and essays, her volume
from how often the respondents aired their bedding and what
Changing the World, Changing Oneself: Political Protest and
their views were on girls’ education to whether or not they had
Collective Identities in West Germany and the U.S. in the 1960s
antlers as decoration on the walls of their homes. Another forthand 1970s, co-edited inter alia with Rutgers Ph.D. Carla Maccoming publication, “Soporific Bombs and American Flying
Dougall, appeared in paperback.
Discs: War Fantasies in East-Central Europe, 1948–1956” looks
at how East European refugees imagined an American-led war
James Delbourgo began co-directing the RCHA project with
would save them from Communism. One rumor posited the existToby Jones in Fall 2012 on "Networks of Exchange: Mobilities
ence of a special bomb that would put everyone to sleep. As the
of Knowledge in a Globalized World"; he coedited a focus secCommunists fell prey to a sudden nap, they could easily and
tion on lists in the history of science for the journal Isis, pubbloodlessly be removed from power. This summer, I am looking
lished in the December 2012 issue; and has been awarded two
research fellowships for 2013: the American Philosophical Socie- forward to continuing my work on the early Cold War period in
Eastern Europe. I’ll be drafting a book chapter on the fear of
ty/ British academy Fellowship for Research in London and a
residential fellowship at the Max Planck Institute for the History scarcity in the Stalinist period and (for something completely
different) developing a new graduate colloquium on the history
of Science in Berlin.
of human rights.
Leah DeVun. My first year at Rutgers has been an exciting and
rewarding one. I’ve taught three new courses, including a collo- David Foglesong. In the last year I published two historiographic
quium on “The Body” this semester, my first graduate class ever essays: one on scholarship about Woodrow Wilson and U.S. intervention in Russia for a Blackwell Companion to Woodrow
and a great experience. I’ve also participated in an interdiscipliWilson and a broader but shorter piece on U.S. relations with
nary faculty-graduate seminar at the Institute for Research on
Russia for The Oxford Encyclopedia of American Military and
Women, which has introduced me to new scholarship in Trans
Studies and to students and faculty in other departments I might Diplomatic History. I also continued to make slow progress on
two book projects: a collaborative survey of American-Russian
not otherwise have met. I’m currently working on two articles
(one on the science of masculinity and the other on queer archival relations and a study of U.S. debates over “nation building” since
1898. Researching and writing chapters for the comprehensive
practice) for peer-reviewed journals, and I’m making good prosurvey showed me how much I still don’t know about Americangress on my book manuscript (a wide-ranging study of sexual
Russian relations after thirty years of study. Giving a lecture at
difference in premodern Europe). I’ve presented my work-inthe Truman Library on the stories Americans have told each other
progress this year at conferences and invited lectures in Vienna,
Nashville, New York City, and San Diego, and I've gotten lots of about efforts to remake foreign nations pushed me to think about
helpful feedback. I’ve also just learned that my first book, Proph- my overall approach to that project.
ecy, Alchemy, and the End of Time, has received the John NichoWith my son in expensive overnight computer tech sumlas Brown Prize, a book-of-the-year award from the Medieval
mer camps at Princeton and Villanova, I had more freedom to
Academy of America – a wonderful surprise!
travel than I have in previous years. Serving as commentator for a
panel on the U.S. and Eastern Europe during the Soviet era at the
I’ve also had an active year as a photographer, exhibiting at galleries in New York City, San Francisco, and Austin, as Society for Historians of American Foreign Relations meeting
gave me the pleasure of seeing that despite the efforts of my pubwell as at the University of Rochester, Otis College of Art and
Design, and Western Washington University. I had a solo show at lishers to keep my work a secret it has had some influence on a
the ONE Archives Gallery and Museum, the exhibition space of few younger scholars.
University of Southern California’s ONE National Gay and Les8

Marisa J. Fuentes. Greetings! I’ve been fortunate this academic
year and have been awarded two research fellowships (Ford
Foundation and the Schomburg Center for Research in Black
Life) that have allowed me the much needed time to work on and
complete my current book project on enslaved women in the
eighteenth-century urban Caribbean. Since May 2012, I taught a
summer course for Women’s and Gender Studies (Feminist Theory in Historical Perspective) and attended the Association of
Caribbean Historians Conference in Curacao. In this fantastic
location (a big incentive to keep attending this particular conference) I presented a paper with material pulled from my current
manuscript and accepted an article prize from the ACH. In the
fall I joined a cohort of six scholars in residence at the Schomburg Center (NYPL) in Harlem. We attended and engaged each
others’ work in an incredibly generative weekly seminar. But the
best part of that semester was the 15 minute walk to my office at
the library! Starting in January and after presenting at the AHA
in New Orleans (another fabulous location) I took up my Ford
fellowship at Barnard College in the Africana Studies Department. It has been great getting to know my fellowship mentor
Dr. Kim Hall (Africana/English) and participating in a semesterlong writing group with another Columbia colleague. I have just
presented my work more formally at Barnard’s “Crosstalk/
Backtalk” event where two senior scholars were invited to read
and comment on a new chapter-draft of my book. I look forward
to completing a full draft of the manuscript this summer and taking a final research trip to Barbados in July. Wishing everyone a
wonderful and productive summer!
Michael Geselowitz (for the IEEE History Center). The 20122013 academic year at the IEEE History Center began and ended
with exciting events. In September 2012, Staff members joined
the IEEE History Committee at their fall meeting, which was
held in Pavia, Italy, in coordination with IEEE HISTELCON
2012, the biennial history conference of IEEE Region 8 (Europe,
Africa & the Mideast). The Center served as a technical cosponsor for the successful conference, and Center Director Dr.
Michael Geselowitz and Center Outreach Historian Dr. John
Vardalas presented papers.
In April 2013, the History Center welcomed back to The
Banks Dr. Janet Abbate, Associate Professor of Science and
Technology in Society at Virginia Tech, who had been a postdoctoral fellow at the Center back in the 1990s. The work for her
most recent book, Recoding Gender: Women’s Changing Participation in Computing (MIT Press, 2012), began when she was at
the History Department at Rutgers, and the oral history interviews she conducted as part of the research program have become part of the History Center’s collection. The oral history
program is overseen by overseen by Archivist/Institutional Historian Dr. Sheldon Hochheiser, and, in addition to the Abbate
collection, grew by over a dozen interviews over the year.
Between these two bookends, much else of interest happened. The IEEE Milestones program, which publicly recognizes
achievements in engineering history, saw another 11 dedications,
including the first two in India. The Program is administered by
Research Coordinator Robert Colburn. Robert is also the managing editor of the Center’s newsletter, and he has been working
hard to include interesting and topical stories along with the reports of Center activities (to join the mailing list, email Robert at
r.colburn@ieee.org). Rob has also been attending a series of
New Jersey Historical Commission seminars to explore how we

might better cooperate with other local public history organizations.
The public history programs of the IEEE History Center,
promoting the importance of technology in history to the population at large, continue to be our main focus and continue to
thrive, ably assisted by the Graduate Assistants from the History
Department who we support and employ. Besides the Milestones
Program, the major public history activity in 2012-2013 was the
continued growth and success of the wiki-based IEEE Global
History Network (GHN), maintained by Digital Content Manager
Nathan Brewer, who also maintains our Rutgers and IEEE web
pages. The GHN allows IEEE members, historians and others to
participate directly in the IEEE History Center’s goal to preserve
and promote the history of electrical engineering, computing and
related fields. Unlike Wikipedia, the GHN is focused, multimedia, and gives the user the option of telling their personal story of
their involvement with technology without the risk of editing by
others. The GHN also houses the Milestones information, the
oral histories, and an important collection of first-hand histories
posted by a wide range of engineers.
Also in the public area, under the guidance of Outreach
Historian Dr. Alexander Magoun, we continued our cooperation
with the Rutgers Institute for High School Teachers, part of the
Rutgers Center for Historical Analysis, by conducting additional
workshops on the history of technology, and working with the
teachers who attended to produce curricular material which is
now available on the GHN. Center staff also continue to produce
articles and reviews in print and on-line in popular, historical and
engineering journals, to present public and scholarly lectures, to
prepare exhibits, to undertake sponsored research projects, to
review articles, manuscripts and proposals, to facilitate the work
of other researchers, writers, educators, students, journalists, and
filmmakers through the Center’s support programs and reference
request services, and, of course to teach in the History Department and in the Program in Science, Technology & Society.
John Gillis. I remain a true bicoastal, still spending a couple of
summer months in Maine and the rest of the time in Berkeley. All
this time spent at or near the shores encouraged me to write The
Human Shore: Seacoasts in History published by University of
Chicago Press. I have come to associate coasts with human origins, an idea proposed by the great Berkeley geographer Carl
Sauer some years ago. For a long time, coasts seemed the periphery rather than the core of historical attention, but this is beginning to change. Recent events like Sandy (not to mention Snooki)
have brought coasts back into focus. With the mass of the world's
population pressing toward the sea, it seemed time to think about
the shore in its own terms rather than that of interiors.
So, in my latest incarnation, I have refashioned myself
as an environmental historian. Retirement encourages this kind of
shape changing, but I recommend it as very reenergizing to anyone at any stage in their career. I have to say that Rutgers has
been very good at encouraging innovation among its faculty. Our
colleagues are unusual in the ways they have trespassed many
fields. It is a great strength of the place, that I do not find elsewhere, including Berkeley.
So, if you find yourselves washed up on shores of the
Left Coast, look me up. I will keep the light on for you. And, by
the way, that also goes for small island off Acadia National Park
in Maine.
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David Greenberg. I’ve finally been a full member of the department long enough that it’s conceivable some alumni might remember me. I like to say I’m “completing” my book on the history of political spin. “Completing” is itself perhaps a form of spin.
Once you’ve written the first word, thereafter you’re
“completing” the book, no? I’m also continuing to write for my
favorite magazines, including The New Republic and our own
illustrious Raritan now and then. My kids are a joy, with my son
(8) developing an interest in history (funny, that) and my daughter (6) taking great delight in her sudden ability to read whole
books on her own (and no longer only about princesses). My
wife, Suzanne Nossel, just assumed the executive directorship of
the PEN American Center, and with membership open to anyone
who’s written a book, I encourage everyone to join!
Gerald N. Grob. I and my wife are moving permanently to our
second residence in the Colorado Rockies outside of Denver. It is
with some sadness that I leave the Institute for Health, which I
have been associated with for more than 25 years. I still hope to
continue my research and writing. In 2010 Allan Horwitz and I
published Diagnosis, Therapy, and Evidence Conundrums in
Modern American Medicine. During the past few years I have
published a number of pieces, including (With Allan Horwitz)
“The Checkered History of American Psychiatric Epidemiology,”
Milbank Quarterly, 89 (2011): 628-657; “The Rise of Fibromyalgia in 20th-Century America,” Perspectives in Biology and Medicine, 54 (2011): 417-437; “The Attack on Psychiatric Legitimacy
in the 1960s: Rhetoric and Reality,” Journal of the History of the
Behavioral Sciences, 47 (2011): 398-416. “Pathologizing Old
Age: The Case of Osteoporosis,” MDAdvisor, 4 (2011): 2027;“From Aging to Pathology: The Case of Osteoporosis,” Journal of the History of Medicine and Allied Sciences, 66 (2011): 139; (With David Mechanic) “Social Policy and the American
Mental Health System of Care,” in Population Mental Health
(2011), pp. 119-138; “Mental Health Policy in Modern America,”
in Oxford Textbook of Community Mental Health (2011), 19-25;
“Commentary: A Psychiatric Epidemiological Pioneer–Arthur
Mitchell’s Follow-up of Study of Hospitalized Patients,” International Journal of Epidemiology, 39 (2010): 1425-1429; “Die
Zweite Weltkrieg und die US-amerikanische Psychiatrie,” in
Krieg und Psychiatrie 1914-1950 (Beiträge zur Geschichte des
Nationalsozialismus, 26 [2010]), 153-164. I have just completed
a book (From Aging to Pathology: A Short History of Osteoporosis), which will be published by Johns Hopkins University Press
in its series Biography of Diseases in 2014. Otherwise I loaf!

1970s and has wanted to write a biography of her ever since. Finally, with retirement on the horizon, it has become her top priority. (Well, that and spending more time with Steven & Scooter.)
Chie Ikeya. I had an eventful first year at Rutgers. My spouse
and I moved from Singapore with 2 kitties in tow and bought our
first home in Highland Park (we were hit by Hurricane Sandy
shortly after we moved into our home, indefinitely delaying our
housewarming party). Although Sandy made teaching during the
second half of the fall semester challenging, I have enjoyed all of
my courses, both undergraduate and graduate, and was particularly delighted to have the opportunity to teach a graduate course
on comparative colonialisms in Asia. In the spring semester, I coorganized with David Foglesong a lecture by the VietnameseAmerican editor and writer Andrew Lam. An extremely wellattended talk that was followed by one of the most student-driven
discussions in which I have had the pleasure of participating at
Rutgers, Lam’s visit proved to be an immensely rewarding event.
On the research front: I traveled twice to Myanmar, first for fieldwork and subsequently as a representative of Rutgers on a historic U.S. higher education delegation– the largest delegation of
U.S. universities to travel to the country. I will return to Asia
(Japan and Myanmar) in May for archival research. I hope to
make headway on my current project on the changing dynamics
of marriage and the family in colonial Southeast Asia during the
summer and am looking forward to reading, translating, and examining 19th and 20th century legal, sexological, missionary, and
popular texts in Burmese, Japanese, and English.
Paul Israel. This last year has been a very busy one for me and
for the Edison Papers. Having celebrated the publication of The
Papers of Thomas A. Edison, Volume 7, Losses and Loyalties
(April 1883–December 1884) in October 2011, we have been
focused on editing Volume 8 (1885–1887) and expect to deliver
it to Johns Hopkins University Press next spring. In our continuing efforts to publish Edison’s papers online we have also created
and are adding a large number family documents to a new Edison
-Miller Family Records series in our online digital edition (http://
edison.rutgers.edu/snfam.htm).

Besides the work and publications of the Edison Papers,
I have two essays appearing in edited volumes. The first is an
essay entitled “The Garden Sate Becomes an Industrial Power:
New Jersey in the Nineteenth,” which appeared last fall in Maxine N. Lurie and Richard Veit (eds.), New Jersey: A History of
the Garden State (Rutgers University Press). The second is an
essay entitled "Claim the Earth: Protecting Edison's Inventions at
Nancy Hewitt taught her last two classes at Rutgers in Fall 2012 Home and Abroad," which will be published later this spring in
and is currently on leave, anticipating her June 30, 2013 retireGraham Dutfield and Stathis Arapostathis (eds), Knowledge
ment. To prepare for it, she is spending a month in Florida this
Management and Intellectual Property: Concepts, Actors and
spring with her husband Steven Lawson (Prof Emeritus) and their Practices from the Past to the Present (Edward Elgar). In addidog Scooter. The family is celebrating the publication in Decem- tion, I commented on a panel on Patents and Narrative in Indusber 2012 of their new docu-textbook, Exploring American Histo- trial America at the annual meeting of the Society for the History
ries (Bedford/St. Martin’s). We hope that any former Rutgers
of Technology. I also participated in a meeting of the advisory
PhD who is teaching the American history survey will try it out! panel for an exhibit on places of invention being developed by
In October 2012, Nancy was awarded the Women’s Learning and the Lemelson Center for the Study of Invention and Innovation at
Leadership Award at the Seneca Falls Dialogue Conference in
the National Museum of American History at the Smithsonian. I
Seneca Falls, NY. The award is given biennially to a scholar who am also very involved in developing the new exhibits for the
bridges the worlds of scholarship, teaching and activism. This
Thomas Edison Center at Menlo Park in Edison, New Jersey,
year she is completing a draft of her biography of Amy Kirby
which reopened last June and I also serve on the non-profit board
Post, a 19th century Quaker and spiritualist who advocated aboli- that oversees that site.
tion, woman’s rights, workers’ rights and Indian rights. She first
At Rutgers I have been participating in a digital humanmet Amy Kirby Post while researching her dissertation in the late
ities working group, which has sponsored a series of talks and is
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developing a proposal for developing digital humanities at the
University. I will also be presenting a one-day workshop on
"American Industrialization: The New Jersey Experience" at the
Rutgers Institute of High School Teachers. Finally, I am very
pleased to have been a member of the committee working with
Bridget Gurtler, who has written and defended a wonderful dissertation on the history of artificial insemination.

included a visit to the home of artist Flora Fong and a traditional
opera performance from three Chinese Cubans who began their
training as young women in prevolutionary times. The revitalization of Havana’s decaying Chinatown has now been under way
for two decades. I capture the beginning stages of this process in
my essay “Renace el sueño: Remaking Havana’s Barrio Chino,”
published in an anthology edited by Erik Camayd-Freixas, Orientalism and Identity in Latin America: Fashioning Self and Others
Jackson Lears, who was elected a fellow in the American Acadfrom the (Post)Colonial Margin (The University of Arizona
emy of Arts and Sciences in 2009, has been continuing to steer
Press, 2013). Also, my book Chinese Cubans: A Transnational
RARITAN into the uncharted waters of history and politics
History was released by the University of North Carolina Press in
(without leaving literature and the arts behind). His essay, "Same
June 2013.
Old New Atheism," was selected for inclusion in the anthology
Best American Science Writing 2012 and he received a ScholarAt Rutgers and beyond, I continue to pursue my interTeacher Award from Rutgers in 2012. He is also putting a book
ests in migration, border-crossing, and race and ethnicity in the
proposal together on capitalism and emotional life, taking off
Americas. During the spring and fall of 2012, I joined the Transfrom Keynes's promising notion that "animal spirits" play a more national New Jersey faculty working group, led by Ulla Berg and
significant role in economic life than calculating rationality.
Daniel Goldstein, to network with other scholars who work on
global and transnational migration across disciplines. I also
He'll try these ideas out in Berlin at the Einstein Forum in June.
served as a faculty mentor for the Aresty Undergraduate ReAs for the rest of the family: Karen had a major exhibit
search Program, beginning a new project that examines Asian
of her work at the University of Virginia, preceded by an interimmigrants and national identities in Latin America and the Carview in The Hedgehog Review; Rachel is getting funding from
ibbean. Capping off an exciting year, in December 2012 I particithe Sundance Foundation (among other places) for her documenpated in two events that explored the crossing of geographical,
tary film on restaurant workers in New York City, The Hand That
disciplinary, and conceptual borders. The Rutgers Center for
Feeds, and Adin is finding unexpected meanings in medieval
Race and Ethnicity Mellon Sawyer Conference “Borders and
noise in her Cornell Ph.D. dissertation--a slice of the "sound studBelonging,” directed by Mia Bay and Ann Fabian, allowed me to
ies" pie, pushed back (as it seldom is) into the premodern era. On
probe traveling discourses of “yellow peril” in informing Chinese
top of all this, there's a new dog in the picture, a Great Pyrenees
exclusion policies throughout the Americas. A trilingual program
who arrived from Louisiana with the exalted name of Athena.
sponsored by CUNY AAARI (Asian American/Asian Research
Despite her Olympian namesake, she's pretty down to earth.
Institute), “Chinese, English, Spanish: Writing a Third Literature
Sukhee Lee. 2012-13 was a good year for me. My book manu- of the Americas,” examined Chinese American literature through
a hemispheric and transnational lens that incorporates novels and
script, which I had submitted to Harvard press in July last year,
was formally accepted in February. Contract was signed and I am poetry written in English, Chinese, and Spanish (available for
public viewing at www.aaari.info).
working on the “final” revision of the manuscript, which I hope
to finish by the end of this June. Besides, two articles I submitted
James Masschaele. Change has been the defining charto Harvard Journal of Asiatic Studies and T’oung Pao, respecacteristic of the past year. My term as Chair of the Department
tively, in 2011 will be finally published this June. I presented
ended in June and I “celebrated” my return to regular faculty life
papers at a workshop at Harvard University, at a biannual conferby giving a paper at a conference in Sheffield, England. My
ence of European Association for Chinese Studies in Paris, and at
family traveled with me and when the conference ended we rentShanghai Forum. On the teaching front, I offered a new course
ed a cottage in the nearby Peak District and spent a week hiking
entitled “Chinese Intellectual History” in this past semester. Not
and visiting stately homes. I returned to campus looking forward
surprisingly, teaching a completely new course was a bit bumpy
to a year of research leave and a chance to begin work on a new
at times, but I was still able to lay a decent foundation for future
book. A few weeks later, acting Executive Dean of the School
development. I am delighted and somewhat guilty that the two
of Arts and Sciences Rick Falk asked to meet with me and Mark
best students I have been privileged to teach at Rutgers, Jake
Wasserman, my successor as Chair, to discuss the state of the
Witkowski and Jonathan Hall-Eastman, will be in China next
Department and our plans and aspirations for the future. One
year to learn Chinese because I feel that I somehow allured them
thing led to another and a short while later Dean Falk asked me to
into a narrow and not-so-profitable path that will eventually lead
join him in 77 Hamilton to serve as Acting Executive Vice-Dean.
to the humanities. My son, Hoin, turning five at the end of this
I sometimes wonder if I made the right decision to accept the
month, continued to enjoy playing with other kids in his preoffer, but for the most part I’ve enjoyed the work and the opporschool, began to develop a very interesting bilingual conscioustunity to learn about the University from a new perch. I’ve even
ness, and, under my encouragement, became a big fan of (Lego)
managed, though barely, to keep the scholarly commitments I
Star Wars saga. He regularly practices his light saber skill with
made when I thought I would be on leave for the year, including
me.
the presentation of papers at conferences in Montreal and Paris.
Kathy López. I began 2012 with a trip to Havana, Cuba, where I I hope to turn one of the papers into a future article; hope springs
eternal with a summer break on the horizon. Tia, Cam, and Eloengaged in research on the history of the Chinese in Cuba and
attended a celebration of the 125th anniversary of the founding of die are all doing well. Sports consume much of our free time.
the National Association Min Chih Tang (formerly known as the Cam plays travel and school soccer, school volleyball, hockey,
Chee Kung Tong). One of the few remaining ethnic Chinese as- and basketball; Elodie only plays travel soccer but her coaches
sociations in Cuba, today the organization is comprised mostly of make it nearly a year-round commitment. We’ve discovered the
wonders of carpooling but still seem to be on the road for hours
mixed descendants of Chinese immigrants in Cuba. Highlights
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every week. I’m told by other parents that our kids might one
day appreciate our efforts.
Jennifer Mittelstadt. My third year at Rutgers brought me back
into the classroom after a year of leave in which I worked on the
manuscript for my book on the Army’s role in late 20th-century
American politics. Teaching two new courses and supervising
undergraduate honors thesis, I felt as though I finally got to know
our undergraduate students. Happily, I learned that I really like
them. The students in my courses were genial and talkative, and
the committed ones produce very fine work. In my role as graduate placement officer, I also worked closely with our senior graduate students, whose work also really impressed me. Rutgers
students and graduates did surprisingly well in a tough job market, with two thirds of our students on the market winning tenuretrace jobs and prestigious postdoctoral fellowships.
Jamie Pietruska. I am happily settling into Rutgers and life in
central Jersey. This past year I have continued work on my first
book project, a cultural history of forecasting in the latenineteenth- and early-twentieth-century United States. An essay
on contests over objectivity in cotton forecasting was published
this fall, and I am currently writing one article on the regulation
of counterfeit weather forecasts in advertising and medical almanacs and another on Cuban meteorological networks at the turn of
the twentieth century. I have presented papers at the "Capitalism
by Gaslight" conference at the Library Company in Philadelphia,
a conference on Climate and Weather at the Maison Franç aise
d'Oxford, and the Business History Conference. Teaching at
Rutgers has been a pleasure--I regularly teach the Development
of US II and the Forging of Modern America, 1880-1920 and
have developed new courses on the history of industrialized landscapes and the history of food.
This year my husband Jason started a new job as a software engineer in the R&D unit of a telecommunications company
in Bridgewater, and our son Miles entered the first grade (and has
apparently just informed his teacher that his life is much too busy
for homework). The three of us enjoy spending time at Miles's
soccer games and visiting museums in New York and DC as
much as possible.
Stephen Reinert. July 2012 marked my return to "sane living,"
when I stepped down as Dean of the Rutgers Study Abroad Program and officially resumed full time status as a soldier in the
trenches of the History Department, where I probably should
have stayed all along! In truth, my six years as the "first and last
Dean of Rutgers Study Abroad" were collectively a profound
learning experience vis-à-vis the extreme concentration of power
in the upper echelons of the Old Queens administration, the escalating enfeeblement of faculty as actual governors of the university, and (on the bright side) the amazing talent of that special minority of students able to engage in international education, in all
the corners of the globe where we worked so hard to establish
new programs. Indeed, throughout 2006-2012 we transformed
the curriculum of Study Abroad from top to bottom! It was a
privilege to have brought together such a talented staff at 102
College Avenue (especially Lauren Randolph, the best Director
the program ever had), and likewise it was a wonderful experience to meet and connect with faculty throughout the university
in ways I would never have experienced, as a regular professor in
our department. We really do have some stunningly bright (and
nice) colleagues throughout the three campuses. But it evolved
as a more than a full time job, on a half-time arrangement, and

after six years of showing up at an office, 8:30 AM-6:30 PM, five
days a week, I felt it was time to return to what I really love -- my
arcane researches on Palaiologan emperors, Ottoman sultans, and
mad Wallachian voivodes, and teaching courses that hopefully
open up brand new perspectives to the minds of our students, so
many of whom are extraordinary. I remain connected to things
international as Director of the Modern Greek Studies Program,
and am pleased to be able to carry over to this program so much
of what I learned, and so many of my former connections, as
Dean of Study Abroad. 2013-2014 has been a major year of
overhaul for the Modern Greek Studies Program, and with significant new donations on the horizon, we are poised to move forward in exciting new ways. And I've developed, through working with the "History & Culture of Cheese and Wine" summer
course in Study Abroad, a keen new interest in medieval food
history. So stay tuned for my Spring 2014 new teaching adventure: "Food & Drink in Medieval Europe and the Mediterranean." Mead will be served on alternate Fridays.
Johanna Schoen joined the history department [with an affiliation with the Institute for Health] as Associate Prof in the fall of
2011. She arrived in New Brunswick after 12 years at the University of Iowa. To make up for the dearth of urban experience
during the previous decade, she settled in Philadelphia -- a city
that reminds her of her hometown Hamburg, Germany. During
the past year, she has tried to finish a book on the history of abortion since legalization [almost, but not quite done], involved herself in the attempt to organize an initiative surrounding women
and health and started a monthly lunch time colloquium for faculty, graduate students, and staff interested in women and health.
She has taught graduate and undergraduate classes on the history
of sexuality, the history of medicine, and US history. She has
also gone to too many conferences, given too many talks, agreed
to be on too many committees, but valiantly declined all requests
to review this or that book. Being at Rutgers puts her in bliss.
When not work obsessed, she has taken her dog Chaos running in
Philly's parks and gone hiking in whatever mountains seemed
closest.
Nancy Sinkoff. I continue to serve as the Chair in the Department of Jewish Studies while teaching for both the Departments
of Jewish Studies and History. It has been gratifying to be Chair
despite the increased pressure on the humanities at both the university and national level. In my tenure, Jewish Studies and History made a joint hire of Jonathan Gribetz, a scholar of late Ottoman Palestine and modern nationalism, and promoted Paola Tartakoff, a historian of medieval Jewish history and JewishChristian relations, to Associate Professor. Jewish Studies also
inaugurated its MA program, in which we now have five students, many of who also take courses in the history department.
Last spring (2012), I was a fellow at the Frankel Institute Center
for Advanced Judaic Studies at the University of Michigan,
where I participated in the research group, “Jews and Political
Life.” At its annual symposium, I gave the lecture, “Jewish Politics in Postwar America and the Rise of Neoconservatives,” and
published “From Left to Right: Lucy S. Dawidowicz’s Political
Life,” in the Frankel Institute Annual (Fall 2012). At the Association for Jewish Studies’ annual meeting, I organized a panel,
“Postwar Liberalism and its Jewish Discontents,” for which I
gave the paper, “Square Pegs in Round Holes: The Contradictions of the Jewish Neoconservative Critique of Postwar American Liberalism,” and moderated a feisty roundtable, “Yiddish is
the New Black”: Yiddish Studies at the Crossroads of the Early
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Twenty-First Century.” I was invited to give the lecture,
“‘Fiction’s Archive’: The Literary Construction of Jewish Politics and Resistance in John Hersey’s The Wall,” at Columbia
University and SUNY-New Paltz, and the lecture, “Arch Rivals
in ‘The Archers’ Voice:” Revisiting the Origins of the HebrewYiddish Language War among East European Maskilim,” at University of Arizona Center for Judaic Studies. I also participated as
a panelist on the culminating symposium of a working group on
New York Jewish History, “The Promised City? 1924-Present,”
at the Center for Jewish History and on a roundtable, “The Biographer’s Challenge,” at the American Jewish Historical Society’s
Biennial. Determined not to be consigned to technology’s dustbin, I entered the blogosphere with my post for Lilith magazine
on the new biopic on Hannah Arendt. Just click on http://
lilith.org/blog/2013/02/whats-a-friend-to-do/. As this goes to
press, I will be on sabbatical/research leave, working on my biography of Lucy S. Dawidowicz, ‘Last Witness’: Lucy S. Dawidowicz, the New York Intellectuals, and the Politics of Jewish History.
Somehow our children continue to grow older while my
husband and I do not. Our eldest son graduated from Rutgers in
2011 with a degree in Journalism and Media Studies and has
been working for Major League Baseball since then. Our daughter continues to thrive being a student ex-pat in Canada and
France and my youngest son is about to finish eleventh grade.
Besides the academic and personal mileposts, I remain enchanted
and engaged with all things related to the Adirondacks. I recently
officially joined the High Peaks 46-ers, the club for those who
hope to ascend (and successfully descend) all of New York
State’s highest peaks. I have 15 more to go!
Bonnie Smith. The months since contributing to the history
newsletter have been quite eventful: many dissertations completed, some new books and new projects, and a year of leave. Then,
there was the dazzling conference in March 2013--Other Lives,
Other Voices-- comprising the scholarship of former Rutgers and
Rochester students and the commentary on that scholarship by
valued colleagues and friends. Those in the audience who hadn’t
met our history alums were amazed at the cutting edge work of
the presenters, as were all of those already familiar with this cohort of young historians. Stars from outside the Rutgers community—Natalie Zemon Davis, Joan Scott, Susan Kingsley Kent,
Daniel Sherman, Karen Ordahl Kupperman—also made the conference memorable. It was such a pleasure and honor to see everyone again, even though there was hardly time for significant
personal interactions. I thank the organizers and would name
them individually except for fear of leaving someone out—
Sandrine, Rick, and Todd come immediately to mind. If you
haven’t looked at the program, please treat yourself and go to the
history website, where (it is hoped) the topics and presenters are
still listed. Also the history department administrators, staff
(special thanks to Tiffany), graduate students, and faculty were so
kind and generous in their support and participation. From the
SAS Dean’s Office, Jim Masschaele hosted an exuberant party
for all of us at the end of the conference not to mention all the
arrangements Jim handled. Don, our kids and their partners, and
I thank everyone for taking time out of their busy schedules to
bring us such intellectual and personal riches.

leagues and very talented graduated students. My teaching so far
has been focused on undergraduate lecture courses on French,
European, and Gender and Sexuality and a seminar on Postcolonial Europe. In the future, I look forward to offering classes on
gender, law, and colonialism as well as methodology and cultural
history. I have written on the history of citizenship and masculinity in France, the gendering of torture in the Algerian war, Islam
and the sexual politics of postcolonial immigration, in as well as
debates on historical methodology. My current research focuses
on sex and colonial law in French Algeria as well as the history
of colonial and postcolonial family law. I have long been a fan
from afar of the Rutgers History department. I am now thrilled to
count myself as one of its newest members!
Paola Tartakoff. My first book, Between Christian and Jew:
Conversion and Inquisition in the Crown of Aragon, 1250-1391,
came out in July, published by the University of Pennsylvania
Press. Since then, I have begun to lay the foundations for a second long-term project, while completing and embarking upon
some shorter projects and giving a number of presentations. Over
the summer, I produced a free, non-credit online course titled The
Inquisition and the Jews through the Bildner Center for the Study
of Jewish Life. I also wrote a review of The Jew in Medieval Iberia 1100-1500, ed. Jonathan Ray (Boston, 2012) in The Medieval
Review. In November, I served as the respondent at a Rutgers
faculty seminar given by Professor Marjorie Lehman on her
book, The En Yaaqov: Jacob ibn Habib's Search for Faith in the
Talmudic Corpus. In December, I presented a paper on
“Conversion Across Medieval Ashkenaz and Sepharad: A Reassessment” at the Association for Jewish Studies conference in
Chicago in which I explored some of the broader historical and
historiographic implications of my first book. Over winter break,
I completed the revisions on a peer-reviewed article, “Of Purity,
Piety, and Plunder: Jewish Converts and Poverty in Medieval
Europe,” which will appear in the volume Converts and Conversion to and from Judaism, ed. Theodor Dunkelgrün and Pawel
Maciejko (Penn Press). In May, I spoke on the range of Jewish
attitudes toward Jewish converts to Christianity in fifteenthcentury Spain for the Rutgers alumni reunion weekend. In between these undertakings and teaching, I have begun to work on
two new studies – one on medieval Jewish conversion to Christianity in a broader European context (as opposed to only in
Spain), the other on Christian conversion to Judaism in medieval
Europe. I am eager to delve into these new projects over the summer and also to prepare a number of papers I’ve been invited to
give in the fall. At home, things have been busy, as well. Our
three boys (ages six, three, and one) are thick as thieves; it is incredible to watch them grow.

Cami Townsend. I was off in 2011-2012, having had the great
good fortune to be awarded a Guggenheim fellowship to work on
my book on Aztec histories written by indigenous people—and
for indigenous people—in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. I thought I would come close to finishing. But of course I
didn’t. I have had to set the project aside this year as I am helping
out Mark by serving as Associate Chair. Some good news is that
my work is beginning to be read in Mexico. People there have
asked to do translations of my Malinche book and two of my
articles, and I have been asked to comment for the Mexican magazine Nexos. I was also invited to join Jan Lewis and the other
Judith Surkis. I have received such a warm welcome to the Hisauthors of Of the People, Oxford University’s U.S. history texttory Department! Having just completed my first year, I feel very
book. The second edition is just out, and it is beautiful, if Jan and
lucky to be surrounded by warm, generous, and brilliant colI do say so ourselves!
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exhibit. More information on the project can be found here:
http://gitmomemory.org/stories/. Another teaching highlight
from the spring semester was my work with students in the 300level “The City in America” course. Rather than having them
complete a traditional essay, I had each student in the course
create a virtual walking tour on the city and theme of their
choice. One of my favorite projects from the class uses news
footage, documentaries, music, and public health data to examine how residents of the South Bronx have contested the decline
in services that the neighborhood has experienced since the late
1960s: http://bit.ly/106lv2T. This summer I look forward to
returning in earnest to work on my book project – The Empire
of the Home: Race, Domestic Labor, and the Political Economy
of Servitude in the United States, 1850-1920 – which will take
Andy Urban. I was honored to join the American Studies and
me to the National Archives regional office in Philadelphia to
History departments this fall as an Assistant Professor, after
look at records pertaining to the restriction of female immispending two years at Rutgers as an American Council of
grants seeking to enter the country in the late nineteenth centuLearned Societies (ACLS) New Faculty Postdoctoral Fellow.
ry. You can also find me taking breaks in Jersey City, walking
This spring was a busy one for me, with much of my attention –
around various neighborhoods and trying to best my all-time
outside of normal teaching duties – dedicated to the “Curating
high score at the Barcade Ms. Pacman.
Guantánamo” exhibit and conference that I organized in February and March. Partnering with ten other universities under the Mark Wasserman. This has been a year of endings and beginnings. I completed a long-running project which yielded the
auspices of the Guantánamo Public Memory Project, Rutgers’
students contributed content to a national, travelling exhibition manuscript, "Pesos and Politics: Business, Elite, Foreigners, and
that examines some of the lesser known aspects of the history of Government in Mexico, 1854-1940." In it I argue that foreign
US Naval Base at Guantánamo Bay, Cuba. Among the topics
corporations and individuals did not exploit Mexico, but, quite
that the exhibit explores are: the acquisition of the base during
to the contrary, their enterprises often were unprofitable. Nor
the War of 1898, the history of the base’s unique lease, and the did foreigners dominate the Mexican economy.
use of the base in the 1990s as a detention center for Cuban and
In July, 2012, I started a three-year term as chair of the
Haitian refugees seeking asylum. The idea behind this project
department. It has proven an interesting endeavor. I am gratiwas to think through how the base’s history can inform policy
fied by the universal cooperation and community spirit of my
debates and decisions concerning the uses of this controversial
colleagues and delighted with the high level of accomplishment
site in the present. I had a chance to work with two stellar unof the staff.
dergraduates through the Aresty Research Center, who led more
than 500 of their classmates through educational tours of the
Gail Triner. Having finished my book on Mining and the State
in Brazilian Development, I immersed in my next project.
Something about non-renewable natural resources has captured
my attention; so, I am working on a manuscript tentatively entitled “Petroleum, Institutions and Globalization in the Modern
Brazilian Economy.” Fellowships from the Fulbright Commission and the Woodrow Wilson International Center for scholars
have allowed me to make progress on this project. The research
has taken me into areas, both geographic and intellectual, that I
had never imagined myself pursuing. Returning to Rutgers after
three semesters fully devoted to the project will force me to relearn the balance between teaching and research. But I look
forward to bringing new ideas into the classroom.

UPDATES FROM SOME OF OUR CURRENT STUDENTS
We asked several students to update us on their dissertation work to provide a small sample of the
range of research interests in the current program.
Christina C. Chiknas: During the 2012-2013 academic year, through the support of an external
fellowship from the Deutscher Akademischer Austauschdienst, I have and will continue to conduct dissertation research in archives and libraries in Berlin. These institutions include the Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin, the Lipperheidesche Kostümbibliothek, Deutsches Historisches Museum,
Spinnboden (library and archive for the history of lesbian life), Schwules Museum (library and
archive for the study of homosexual life), Deutsche Kinomathek, the Bundesfilmarchiv, and the
Geheimes Staatsarchiv Preußischer Kulturbesitz. In these various sites of research, I am looking
primarily at sources related to displays and discourses that collectively can be labeled
“masquerades.” Usually related to the staging of public masquerading events, these sources recount how such events enabled the fostering of communities for individuals occupying a space of
alterity in contemporaneous society, including but not limited to queer individuals,
“transvestites” (the term coined at the time for nearly every form of drag), and social outcasts.
My dissertation endeavors then to explore the public life of such ostracized individuals,
otherwise silenced in the historical record during the first decades of the twentieth century; but it is also concerned with the rapid
inundation of visual and material culture in early-twentieth-century Berlin with rhetoric about masks and masquerades, artifice and
falsifications. Masquerade events, according to psychologists and sexologists like Magnus Hirschfeld, were the truest expression of
one’s soul and identity, if not an embodiment of one’s deepest erotic desires, whereas what one normally called “reality” entailed
being burdened by the wearing of the real “masks,” the performances of their day-to-day lives. In discourses of the emergent and
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burgeoning mass consumer society as well, advertisements and books on beauty underscored the idea that deep beneath a mask of
imperfections slept one’s ideal face, body, and spirit, which could only be unlocked by the wonders of modern science and technology. Finally, in politics at this time, rhetoric in speeches, posters, and pamphlets promised, for instance, liberation from the torments of opposition parties, whose true natures only they could describe “with the mask removed.” In total then my dissertation
seeks to use such discourses about masks and masquerades in order to better historicize experiences and understandings of alterity,
in addition to how Germans conceptualized souls and selfhood during this tumultuous period.
In the absence of an established historical literature on such questions, or a clearly defined collection of sources, my research has and will continue to be spread throughout archives and libraries of various natures. During the remaining months of
Spring and Summer 2013, I will finish up research in the collections located at Spinnboden and Schwules Museum. In the upcoming academic year, I will continue conducting research at the Bundesfilmarchiv and the Geheimes Staatsarchiv Preußischer Kulturbesitz, before beginning the writing of the dissertation proper.
Nova Robinson. I graduated from Dartmouth College in 2008 and came to Rutgers in the fall
of 2009 after pursuing a Fulbright Research Grant in Jordan and Bahrain. At Rutgers I study
Women and Gender History with a minor field concentration in Global and Comparative History with a geographic concentration in the Middle East. My dissertation, “Syrian Women and
Global Pan-Arab Activism, 1918-1946” is directed by Bonnie Smith and Toby Jones. I began
to trace the global links of Arab women’s activism while in Bahrain. The resulting paper,
“Two Seas and Two Sides: Bahraini Women's Activism, 1955 – 2005,” was presented at conferences at Columbia University, Oxford, and the London School of Economics. My dissertation project continues to analyze the global connections forged by Arab women, and Syrian
women in particular, during the League of Nations Mandate period as Arab women lobbied
the League on behalf of Arab sovereignty and women’s rights. Last fall I conducted oral histories and worked in national and university archives in Beirut, Lebanon—modern-day Syria
and Lebanon were unified in the early twentieth century. This spring I worked in the League
of Nations archive in Geneva, Switzerland and in the French Diplomatic Archives in Nantes,
France. I have also conducted research at Harvard University and at the Library of Congress. I
work in English, French, Spanish, and Arabic language sources.
Molly Giblin. My dissertation, entitled “Another
Empire: The French in China, 1840-1871,” examines the revival of Imperial France between the
fall of Napoleon I and the classic high empire of
the late nineteenth century. Breaking with scholarship that conceives of the French intervention in
Chinese affairs chiefly as a backdrop to the colonial administration of Southeast Asia and the Pacific in the late nineteenth century, I argue that
fostering a meaningful relationship with China
was a crucial facet of France's reconstruction as
an imperial power. In the wake of Britain’s victory in the First Opium War, French agents believed
that French moral superiority could serve as a
counterweight to British firepower and commercialism in the battle for Chinese hearts and minds.
My project works at the interstices of intellectual,
social, cultural, and economic history in identifying the ideological catalysts behind imperial reviTaking a break from Chinese lessons at Peking University, August 2011
talization, exploring material and affective ties
between French and Chinese historical actors in
correspondence, gift exchange, ritualized and informal visits to Chinese spaces, and the intercultural connections involved in dialogic trade developments. I use gender as a lens through which to inspect how spatiality and authority operated in encounters between European captives and diverse Chinese subjects at the height of renewed conflict in the 1850s, and finish by analyzing the
decisive shift and cultural weight of the Anglo-French Expedition of 1860, culminating in the sack of the Summer Palace and the
triumphal display of looted Chinese objects in Paris.
With support from a Fulbright grant, I spent a year collecting evidence in French archives. Funding from the Graduate
School enabled me to engage in intensive study of the Chinese language, and I intend to continue to improve my language skills so
that I can incorporate Chinese viewpoints into my work. With a Bevier Fellowship freeing me from teaching duties, I anticipate
completing my dissertation this academic year.
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NEWS FROM OLD FRIENDS
Karen Balcom. My book (The Traffic in Babies: Cross-Border
Adoption and Baby-Selling Between the United States and Canada. U of Toronto Press) finally came out in late 2011, and 2012
was a labour waiting for reactions and reviews. Both were good,
and the book actually won two prizes: The Albert Corey Prize of
the American Historical Association/Canadian Historical Association for books on the history of Canada and the US, and the
Bowling Green/Institute for Political History Prize for International or Comparative Policy History. One big highlight for me
in 2012 was taking part in a panel honouring Alice KesslerHarris' research and her influence as a mentor at the OAH last
March. The panel and the gathering of Alice's students and other
Rutgers types afterward were really fun. January 2013 finds Andrew and I on sabbatical, and back in Australia. I'm here for six
months as a visiting scholar at the University of Melbourne, Andrew is at Royal Children's Hospital, and the kids are back at the
same primary school they attended four years ago on our last
sabbatical. Caroline is now 11, and Sydney is 8. I'm spending my
time digesting research from the last two summers in Minneapolis and Washington and working on a proposal for a book on
immigration law, child welfare and foreign policy after World
War II.
John W. Barker (Ph.D. 1961). Since retirement in 1999, I have
been busier than ever. I have published a couple of articles on
Byzantine and related history. I have continued to offer short
courses in the University of Wisconsin's Extension programs. And I have just been invited to participate in a conference
in Venice in early September 2013 on this city's historical and
cultural image.

come to final fruition as a monograph--Ordinary Lives in the
Early Caribbean: Religion, Colonial Competition, and the Politics of Profit (University of Georgia Press, 2012; $25 paperback,
$15 Kindle ed.). She is up for tenure this year at Florida Atlantic
University, and thoroughly enjoys the balmy breezes of Palm
Beach County, if not the Florida state budget cutbacks and general political dysfunction. It is with both excitement and trepidation that she is planning her summer research travels to some new
archives--in Mexico and Aix en Provence--to gather sources for
her next book project, "Health, Disease, and the Spirit: Religion,
Healing and the Colonial Body in the Early Caribbean." Kristen
encourages old Rutgers friends to let her know whenever they
find themselves in the Miami/Ft. Lauderdale/Palm Beach area.
Edward T. Brett (1979). My book, The New Orleans Sisters of
the Holy Family: African American Missionaries to the Garifina
in Belize was published by the University of Notre Dame Press in
2012. I also contracted with Oxford University Press to do a
chapter, “Prophetic Martyrdom in Modern Latin America” for the
Oxford Handbook of Latin American Christianity. Finally, in
May of 2012 I decided to retire after 28 years of teaching at La
Roche College in Pittsburgh. So far, retirement has been great,
but I don’t seem to have as much time to relax as I thought I
would.

Kate Burlingham. I am an assistant professor of US in the
World at California State University, Fullerton. I began my position Fall 2012. In addition to teaching the department’s foreign
relations courses, I also teach world history and have been tapped
to revamp the African history curriculum. Southern California
has taken some getting used to but we are enjoying mild winters
Meanwhile, I continue to pursue my "second career" as and beautiful flora. Last July, Matt and I welcomed the arrival of
a baby girl, Fiona Shea Knightly. She is keeping us busy, and
a classical record reviewer (for the American Record Guide, for
55 years!) and, more recently, as a local music critic. I am one of exhausted, but she is a joy.
the rotating hosts for a 3-hour program, "Musica Antiqua", for a
Michael C. Carhart. I was tenured in 2009, and in 2009-10 I
local radio station, and I will be attending (and reporting on) the
lucked out and won two year-long fellowships that took me to an
Boston Early Music Festival (June 2013), while participating in
Institute for Advanced Study in Freiburg, Germany. Although
the Madison Early Music Festival (each July). My book, Wagner
that Institute turned out to be short-lived, I got three semesters
and Venice, was published in 2008 by the University of Rochesout of the deal, and having left with one book project, I returned
ter Press, which has since (August 2012) published its successor,
with three. The first of those is nearly complete: Leibniz DiscovWagner and Venice Fictionalized. I am currently at work on a
ers Asia: Comparative Linguistics in the Early Enlightenment
book about the Pro Arte String Quartet, in celebration of its cenRepublic of Letters. This will be my second book. I hope my
tennial.
third book doesn’t take so long!
Scott H. Bennett. Last November, I was delighted to see a numVincent J. Cirillo (Ph.D., 1999). Over the past two years I auditber of Rutgers historians, past and present, at a roundtable on
ed four graduate courses in entomology: medical entomology,
World War II organized by Kurt Piehler to honor John Chambers.
insect taxonomy, and insect structure and function (2 semesters).
On the writing front, I’ve just completed a manuscript on U.S.
Stimulated by these studies, I published a full-length article in the
antiwar dissent and peace activism during World War I
field titled “‘Wonders Unconceived’: Reflections on the Birth of
(University of Nebraska Press). In addition, I’ve nearly finished
Medical Entomology” in Perspectives in Biology and Medicine,
a manuscript titled “Radical Pacifism, Conscientious Objection,
54(3): 381- 398 (2011). Presently, I have an article in press in the
& World War II: The Lives and Wartime Prison Letters of Jewish
Journal of Medical Biography titled “Arthur Conan Doyle (1859Pacifists Igal & Vivien Roodenko.” With the welcome benefit of
1930): Physician during the Typhoid Epidemic in the Anglo-Boer
a Fulbright, next spring I’ll be teaching at Leiden University and
War (1899-1902).”
researching (in Amsterdam) a biography of socialist pacifist David McReynolds.
My interest in entomology rubbed off on my 9-year-old
grandson, Joseph, who started his own insect collection. AltKristen Block was thrilled last summer to see her dissertation
hough modest in size, his “cabinet of curiosities” contains some
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unusual specimens, such as a giant Madagascar hissing cockroach given to him by a Rutgers graduate student. Joseph was
thrilled to assist with the cockroach races at last year’s Rutgers
Day celebrations.

the Hermitage. For the past several years, this project has engaged about 40 high school and middle school social studies
teachers a year in American history studies.

Roy Domenico. I continue in my position as the Chair of the
University of Scranton’s History Department. The AHA in New
Orleans was very busy for me. There, I ended my term on the
Executive Council of the American Catholic Historical Association and I replaced Alan Reinerman as Executive Secretary of the
Society for Italian Historical Studies. I also presented a paper in
New Orleans on Pope Pius XII and the “American challenge”
during the Cold War. My administrative duties have slowed me
down on my “Devil and the Dolce Vita” manuscript but I feel
that I’m making reasonable progress – all things considered - and
hope to have a semi-finished product by Christmas 2014. In the
meantime, my hero Jim Fisher – and his co-editor Maggie
McGuinness – have successfully extracted a chapter from me on
Vatican-US relations for a collection of essays on American Catholicism. I’ll also have a chapter, for a book on scandals, on
Italy’s Montesi Affair of the 1950s. The kids are all right. Katie
is at the University of Scranton; Johnny is at Fairfield University
April de Stefano (Ph.D., 2004). I have entered my second aca– he accompanied me to New Orleans in January with his guitar
demic year as the Director of Academic Services at the UCLA
and made about $15 playing for about 2 hours on the street corGraduate Division where I am responsible for policies and procener; and Matt and Clare are still in high school. There’s light at
dures for graduate students, visiting graduate researchers, postthe end of the tunnel! This summer I’m taking students on my bi
doctoral scholars and visiting scholars. Happily, graduate admis-annual 4-week Italy discovery tour. Then, after a few days of
sions was transferred from my portfolio this past summer to anarchival poking around in Piedmont, I’ll join the lovely Robin in
other unit in the Graduate Division. I work closely with the
Paris for our – brace yourselves – 25th anniversary. Many readers
Deans and other units on campus. I supervise a team of eight staff
of this were actually there on that fabled day in 1988 - at St Peand six work-study students. Interestingly, one of my recent proter’s and then at the VFW hall in Edison. It was a blast. In fact,
jects has been about doctoral career training for graduate students
a young grad student, Ginny Yans, was the official videographer
and postdoctoral scholars with an emphasis on non-academic
for the affair and thus launched her brilliant film career.
career options. No more plan B, indeed!
On a personal note, my son has started kindergarten
Noah Elkin. I have been away from the history profession for
where he is happy and engaged. Also, we have welcomed a sweet more than a decade now, but in a case of better late than never, I
finally made it to my first AHA this year! Appropriately, I particfive-year old mutt dog into our home and lives.
ipated on a panel entitled "Exploring a Range of Careers outside
Delight Dodyk (PhD ’97). While working on my PhD at Rutthe Academy," part of this year's Malleable Ph.D. workshop. The
gers (under the wonderful Dr. Dee Garrison), I was teaching varisession grew out of a similarly-themed panel I was part of at UTous courses in Women’s American History part-time in the histoAustin last spring. My trip to the AHA came on the heels of anry department at Drew University. I was also chair of the Womother first: my book, Mobile Marketing: An Hour a Day, was
en’s Project of New Jersey, a research project to produce a biopublished by Wiley in December. As I joked at the AHA, my job
graphical reference volume on New Jersey women. The product,
has shifted from analyzing the past to trying to predict the future,
Past and Promise: Lives of New Jersey Women, was published in
but the skills required are largely the same.
1990, and then again in paperback in 1997. [Though NJ history
is required in public schools, there was almost no historical mate- David C. Engerman. I am enjoying academic life in Boston, as I
rial readily available on New Jersey women.] WPNJ also mount- complete my lucky 13th year at Brandeis. I've started a new reed a website on NJ Women’s History, with the assistance of the
search project on American and Soviet economic aid to India,
Alexander Library, in 1998. That website is now under the aegis which has taken me to many new destinations - like Delhi, Kolof the Alice Paul Institute in Mount Laurel, and the research rec- kata, and Berlin - and some more familiar ones (Washington,
ords of the project are held by Special Collections, Alexander
Moscow, etc.) It's been especially eye-opening to learn even the
small corner of the field of South Asian history interested in postLibrary.
colonial political economy.
I continued to teach at Drew until 2002, when I retired.
(I was a late-comer to PhD work, obviously). The Women’s Pro- Pam Epstein. In 2009 I started a blog called Advertising for
ject also retired, when it was disbanded in 2008: nearly everyone Love, in which I wrote about the 19th-century personal ads that
on the board, except for Dr. Ferris Olin of Rutgers, was retired by were the subject of my dissertation. While the blog is no longer
that time. Since then I’ve been working on the boards of several active, it did get me about 15 minutes of fame, including a radio
historic house museums: The Hermitage National Historic Land- interview on NPR and a New York Times op-ed on Valentine's
mark in Ho-Ho-Kus, the Bidwell House Museum in Monterey,
Day in 2010 (http://www.nytimes.com/2010/02/14/
MA, and The Mount in Lenox, MA, the home of novelist Edith
opinion/14epstein.html?_r=0).
Wharton. I’ve also had the pleasure of working with a federallyAfter graduating, I was one of eight people in the counfunded Teaching American History grant project, currently mantry awarded an ACLS Public Fellowship in 2011, in the first year
aged by Ridgewood Public Schools and headquartered largely at

Deborah Cornelius. After my move back to Santa Fe in 1999 I
retired from teaching and began to concentrate on research and
writing, making frequent trips to Hungary and my flat in
Budapest. In 2001 I began work on a project, headed by G. Kurt
Piehler, to contribute to a Fordham University Press series: World
War II The global, human, and ethical dimension. After ten years
of research - and unfailing encouragement from Kurt - I'm
pleased to report that my book, Hungary in World War II:
Caught in the Cauldron, was published in April of 2011. The
book follows developments in Hungary from the end of World
War I through the communist take-over in 1948, and,
surprisingly, has gained quite a bit of interest in Hungary since
the period of the so-called 'Horthy regime' has become rather
controversial. Otherwise, I am living happily in Santa Fe and
would love to see old friends from Rutgers.
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of a program that places recent PhDs in the humanities who wish
to leave academia in two-year positions at nonprofit and government organizations. My job is at the New York City Department
of Cultural Affairs, the City agency that distributes grants to nonprofit arts and cultural organizations. Since I've been here I've
been involved in a variety of projects; amongst other things, I cowrote the agency's 2012 Annual Report, which was published in
February and can also be found on the agency website at nyc.gov/
culture. I love what I do and was surprised to find that a "9-5" job
suits me pretty well, so I plan to stay in the cultural field when
the fellowship ends in September. When I'm not at work in
downtown Manhattan or taking a two-week odyssey to Thailand,
I can be found at home in the great borough of Brooklyn, or possibly swing dancing somewhere in the city or the East Coast.
Frank J. Esposito. I am currently a Distinguished Professor of
History at Kean University where I have served as a Founding
Graduate School Dean, Vice President for Academic Affairs, and
Interim President over a 42 year career. I am also the author, or
co-author of eight books on historical or educational topics. From
2001-07, Mark Lender and I served as the co-editors of The
"New Jersey Heritage" magazine. In 2005 I was also the principal
writer of the New Jersey Charter School Act of 1995 while working as a consultant to the Whitman administration. In 2009, Chris
Daggett selected me as his Lt. Governor running mate in his bid
to become governor of New Jersey.
I am forever grateful for the wonderful mentorship of
my Rutgers thesis adviser, Richard H. Kohn, and the encouragement of Richard P. McCormick, J. Joseph Huthmacher, Peter
Wacker and Warren Susman.
Darcie Fontaine. I am living in Tampa, FL, where I have been a
VAP since 2011 at the University of South Florida. I have just
accepted a TT position here as an assistant professor of European
history, which will begin in August 2013. My husband Aaron has
quite shockingly also become an academic, as he was offered a
position as a TT assistant professor of film production at the University of Tampa last year. I’ve been very busy the last several
months attempting to finish the last bits of research for the revisions of my book manuscript and am about to head off in May for
my third trip to Algeria this academic year. I’m looking forward
to a summer with nothing but writing on the schedule!

grant female adolescents; the emotional labor of Girl Scouts who
sell cookies; child labor in the early American film industry that
cast girl stars as children at play not work; racialized representations of girls' work in Disney Princess movies; the meanings of
imagined girls' chores in figurines and ephemera (my piece),
among others. (Please get in touch if you have a relevant project
to propose.) I am also working on Girls in America: A History of
Girlhoods, a narrative synthesis with a conceptual framework
broad enough to include everything, including the kitchen sink.
My two kids, husband, pets, and Steiffs: all wonderful.
David Fowler. Since 2005 I have been working on several projects in conjunction with Special Collections & University Archives at Alexander Library. One long-term project that I completed was editing and enlarging Railroads and New Jersey: A
Bibliography of Contemporary Publications, 1812-1901, which
is co-authored with the late, great Donald A. Sinclair. It was published by Rutgers University Libraries in 2011. The New Jersey
Studies Academic Alliance recently awarded the bibliography a
prize in the reference category. In 2011, I also guest-curated a
related exhibit in the Special Collections' gallery on railroads in
New Jersey, 1812-1930. That Fall I received a New Jersey Historical Commission Recognition Award for "diverse and significant contributions to New Jersey history." In 2009-2010, I researched and co-curated two exhibits on the university's namesake, Col. Henry Rutgers, and authored a biographical essay on
him entitled "Benevolent Patriot: Henry Rutgers, 1745-1830,"
which is available online at the University Archives' website. The
essay seeks to answer a question posed by a T-shirt for sale in the
1980s: "Who the hell is Col. Henry Rutgers?" I am currently at
work on a larger biographical study of Rutgers. Closer to my own
research interests, I contributed essays in two anthologies on social and economic conditions in revolutionary New Jersey, and
on grass-roots loyalist partisans in New Jersey during the Revolutionary war. In other areas, the great outdoors always beckons.

Kari Frederickson (1996). I am completing my third year as
chair of the Department of History at the University of Alabama. During my first year as chair, a huge swath of our town
was leveled by a tornado. Thirteen students died. We cancelled
final exams and it was a real mess. Quite the trial by fire. Only
two more years to go! I actually have former doctoral students
who are now themselves department chairs. I feel really old. My
Miriam Forman-Brunell. At the University of Missouri-Kansas
second book, Cold War Dixie: Militarization and Modernization
City, I am happily directing the Master's in History program;
in the American South (University of Georgia Press, 2013) will
teaching a graduate colloquium on subcultures; mentoring stuappear in June.
dents doing cultural history; serving the needs of our Women's &
Gretchen Galbraith. I'm happily settled into a second year of
Gender Studies program, and researching, writing, and editing.
non-administrative duties (Grand Valley State University). This
This summer I will be chairing a panel, Girlhood Behas meant that I have had time to get involved in the Reacting to
yond the Doll Corner: Discursive, Performative, and Historical
the Pasts Consortium (which means that, in addition to bringing
Spaces,” at the Society for the History of Children and Youth
revolutions into my classroom on a regular basis, I am writing an
conference. (Anyone else attending?) This panel includes some
Enlightenment "game" with a colleague in Modern Languages)
of the contributors to the doll-themed issue of Girlhood Studies:
and to begin mapping a digital humanities project that I hope will
An Interdisciplinary Journal I edited last summer and others inbridge the divide between my own scholarship and my work with
cluded in Doll Studies: The Many Meanings of Girls’ Toys &
undergraduates. On the domestic front, day-to-day life with a
Play, a scholarly collection to be published by Peter Lang Pubnewly minted middle-schooler and a Classicist has its charms.
lishers next year. This book as well as Perspectives on Princess
Cultures: Mediating Girls’ Imaginations & Identities, a compan- Tiffany Gill (2003). After a wonderful 9.5 years in Austin at the
University of Texas, I am thrilled to announce that I am now an
ion volume I am editing with Rebecca Hains, will be includAssociate Professor of Black Studies and History at the Universied Sharon Mazzarella's "Mediated Youth book series." Having
ty of Delaware. I look forward to reconnecting with Rutgers alnearly completed these, I have returned to two other book projects. (1) The Girls' Economy, an edited collection on girls' work ums on the East coast.
that includes essays on: the reproductive labor of Mexican immi18

Bert Gordon (Professor of History, Mills College, Rutgers PhD
History 1969). During the 2011-2012 academic year I had two
articles and a book chapter published. The two articles are: "The
Evolving Popularity of Tourist Sites in France: What Can Be
Learned from French Statistical Publications?" Journal of Tourism History, 3:2 (August 2011), pp. 91-107; and "Reinventions of
a Spa Town: The Unique Case of Vichy," Journal of Tourism
History, 4:1 (April 2012), pp. 35-55. My book chapter, “World
War II Tourism in France," appears in David Picard and Mike
Robinson, eds., Emotion in Motion: Tourism, Affect and Transformation (Farnham, Surrey, U.K.: Ashgate, 2012), pp. 179-198.
Among the papers I presented during the 2011-2012
academic year were two on the history of the city of Vichy: "The
Reinvention of a Tourist Town: Politics, Medicine, Society, and
Tourism in Vichy," for the Tourism Studies Working Group at
the University of California, Berkeley, April 6, 2012; and
"Vichy: A Spa Unlike Any Other in French Cultural History," at
the Simposio: Historias comparativas de balnearios desde el
siglio XVIII hasta el siglio XX: una perspectiva internacional/
Comparative Histories of Spa Resorts from the eighteenth to the
twentieth century: an international overview, sponsored by the
Fundación Mondariz Balneario, Santiago de Compostela, Spain,
October 6, 2011.
More recently, my paper, "'Defensive Architecture' and
World War II Memory: The Maginot Line," presented to the
Conference: War and Memory: Artistic and Cultural Representations of Individual, Collective and National Memories in Twentieth-Century Europe at War," at the Polish Academy of Sciences
in Warsaw, September 9, 2012, will be published as "‘Defensive
Architecture' and World War II: The Maginot Line in Memory
and Tourism," in Józef Niżnik, ed., XXth Century Wars in European Memory (Berne, Switzerland: Peter Lang, 2013), pp. 14-29.
I also gave a paper, "The Dream That Was a Disaster? Marc Augier's Vision of Nazi Europe," at the Western Society for French
History meeting in Banff, Alberta, October 12, 2012.
Some of my other activities include an interview, (in
French) for "La semaine du hamburger,"for the radio program
Émission Catherine Perrin/Première chaîne, Radio-Canada,
Montréal, September 3, 2012 and the restructuring of my course,
"The West and Its Cultural Traditions," which covers the modern
period, to focus on the use of artifacts in the Mills College Art
Museum collection as objects of historical study. All the students
are writing papers on the various artifacts of their choosing and
some will, together with Museum staff, mount an exhibition this
spring. The Andrew W. Mellon Foundation is funding this project as part of its interest in extending college and university museum outreach into their campus and local communities.
I continue to co-edit H-Travel, a part of the H-Net electronic history network, and to serve on the Bureau of the International Commission for the History of Travel and Tourism. Anyone interested in knowing more of what I have been up to in the
last few years may check: http://www.mills.edu/academics/
faculty/hist/bmgordon/bmgordon_cv.php
Ronald J. Grele. Retirement continues to provide time to take on
new projects. I am still doing oral history interviews for the Columbia Oral History Center Rule of Law Project and a project on
the history of the Carnegie Corporation. I urge all readers to examine the interviews for the Rule of Law Project on the Oral History Center web page. They are an excellent introduction to the
complex issues surrounding the so called war on terror.

My nine grandchildren continue to amaze me. The oldest has graduated from college and his oldest cousin will do so
this May. I see my old friend from Rutgers days, Alice Kessler
Harris, not as often as I would wish as her career flourishes at
Columbia.
Atina Grossman. Trying to cope with institutional and financial
crisis at Cooper Union: can a tuition free institution survive in
this country at this moment in history? Not looking good. Otherwise, teaching, lecturing, back and forth to Germany where the
German translation of "Jews, Germans, and Allies" was finally
published in the Fall. Lots of travel. Going to South Africa in
April for a "Colonialism and the Holocaust" conference in Capetown, a lecture in Johannesburg, and hopefully some meetings
with educators from Holocaust and Genocide Studies Centers
working with the country's nationally mandated Holocaust curriculum. Continuing to research my project on "Jewish refugee stories in Soviet Central Asia, Iran, and India,” looking for a leave
in 2013/14 (rather than institutionally forced retirement!)
Matt Guterl. Since the last update, I've moved. I'm now Professor of Africana Studies and American Studies at Brown University. I've got a book coming out with UNC this summer/fall, titled
Seeing Race in Modern America. Work on my biography of Josephine Baker continues - and has sped up significantly since the
move. Sandi’s very glad to be back east. And our kids, Robert
(8), Maya (6) seem to love living in a "big" city like Providence.
Mona Hassan. The past couple of years have been eventful for
us at Duke. Mustafa and I welcomed our second son into our
arms in 2012, and both boys have been keeping us busy ever
since. On the scholarly front, I received an American Council of
Learned Societies (ACLS) Fellowship as well as a Social Science
Research Council (SSRC) Postdoctoral Fellowship for
Transregional Research during calendar year 2013 in order to
work on my first book. In a nutshell, Longing for the Lost Caliphate: Religious Imaginaries of State and Community among
Premodern and Modern Muslims probes Muslim understandings
of the caliphate, dramatically accentuated by its absence in the
thirteenth and twentieth centuries, while reflecting on the broader
implications of symbolic loss and collective memory. I’ve also
been working on a second project of comparative Islamic gender
history and have published a couple of articles related to my last
case study analyzing the emergence of state-sponsored female
preachers and assistant muftis in the Turkish Republic. “Women
Preaching for the Secular State” and “Women at the Intersection
of Turkish Politics, Religion, and Education” came out in the
International Journal of Middle East Studies and Comparative
Islamic Studies in August 2011. I was recently invited to present
this research as part of a lecture series on Turkish modernity at
Ohio State’s History Department in Columbus in February 2013.
And last academic year (2011-12), I presented papers and participated in panel discussions and roundtables on a variety of topics
at the AHA, AAR, and MESA. It was great to see some of you
there, and I look forward to catching up with the rest of you!
Joseph Held. Since my retirement from Rutgers, and my election
by the members of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences as an
outside (foreign) member of the Academy, I have published one
book. It was the first volume of a trilogy, about the evolution of
science in Western Europe, and it was issued by the Historia Publisher in Budapest, Hungary (in Hungarian). The second volume
is now in press, and the third volume had been submitted to the
publisher, and it brings up the story to the end of the 19th century .
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I had also edited a book by Ambrus Miskolczy of Eötvös Loránt
University of Budapest, about the Gypsies of Romania, published
this year, and had written an introduction to the volume. I am also
working on my remembrances at Rutgers, the interesting characters and the cut throat processes at the University, the often inept
administrators, and the reverse discrimination they followed at the
expense of scholarship. I am sure that the work will garner serious attention. Of my two sons, Joseph Jr. is a top executive at
Readers Digest, and Tibor is a computer analyst at a large company in Boston MA., both Rutgers graduates. My grandson, Teddy,
lives in California, and had given us a great grandson. The news
includes the fact that I had passed my eightieth birthday.

Robert D. Johnston. First, on the family front: Sandy graduated
from his BA joint program with the Jewish Theological Seminary/
Columbia and is trying to decide between graduate work in ancient biblical studies and urban transportation planning; Isaac
won his second straight league MVP award in baseball as our
Mariners won our first-ever championship (sadly, my last year as
coach as he moves on to a more competitive realm); and Anne is
working as a middle school special education teacher in one of
the poorest areas of Chicago.

To show that Isaac is no mere jock, perhaps my proudest
recent parental moment came in January 2011, as Isaac became
the youngest commentator on record at the AHA! He gave a brilRita Rubinstein Heller (Ph.D. ’86). I enjoyed a Baltic Sea cruise liant five-minute talk at a book roundtable for Beverly Gage’s
last summer, highlights of which were guest appearances by Gor- The Day Wall Street Exploded. Part of the story of how he came
bachev, Lech Walesa and Krushchev’s son, Serge. This experito such a distinguished status, as well as his magnificent perforence has provided much good material for sharing with my colmance, is archived at minute 55:00 at http://www.cleagues and students at the County College of Morris. Gdansk
spanvideo.org/program/DayWal.
was the most personally meaningful port of call, as it was where,
I have delightfully, if sometimes exhaustedly, spent
in 1925 my father, a medical student, emigrated for America. On
much
of
the
last seven years knee-deep in Teaching American
a grimmer note, Gdansk was infamously where the Nazis started
History grants. The last one I have directed will finish this sumWWII. In fact, bombing rubble still remains.
mer—just before I begin directing an NEH summer institute on
Beatrix Hoffman (PhD 1996): My book, Health Care for Some: capitalism and democracy in the Gilded Age and Progressive Era.
Rights and Rationing in the United States since 1930, was pubAs, sadly, TAH money runs out, I will continue to serve on the
lished by the University of Chicago Press in 2012. I'm finishing a boards of the Chicago History Fair and the Illinois Council for
5-year term as department chair at Northern Illinois University,
History Education. I have also recently received teaching awards
and was promoted to full professor. In 2013-14 I will be on sabfrom both the department and the university.
batical in Granada, Spain to begin research on my next project, a
I’m still working on my book on vaccination controverhistory of transnational rights to health care for immigrants and
sies
in
American
history. In the meantime, I’ve continued to exmigrants. Casey is in sixth grade and loves basketball; Dana is
plore
the
intertwining
of historiography and current politics.
writing a novel and looking forward to helping us with our SpanSome
of
the
fruits
are
“The Politics of The Progressive Era in the
ish next year.
2012
Election,”
Journal
of the Gilded Age and Progressive Era,
A highlight of 2012 was the reunion of several of us Rutforthcoming;
“The
Madison
Moment: Labor Historians as Public
gers PhDs at the OAH in Milwaukee for an amazing panel discusIntellectuals
during
the
Wisconsin
Labor Crisis,” Labor: Studies
sion celebrating the work of Alice Kessler-Harris. We talked not
in
Working-Class
History
of
the
Americas,
(Summer 2012)
only about Alice's influence on our scholarship, but also about
(which
led
to
my
giving
a
keynote
at
the
Midwestern
Labor and
how her example has shaped the ways we approach our profesWorking-Class
History
Association
conference
in
February);
and
sional lives, social activism, mentoring of students, and even aca“The
Possibilities
of
Politics:
Democracy
in
America,
1877demic administration. We all agreed that, many years later, we
in Eric Foner and Lisa McGirr, eds., American History
continue to benefit from the strong women's history community at 1917,” rd
Now
(3
edition of The New American History, 2011).
Rutgers.
Finally, my two favorite talks were in Jonathan Nashel’s
Peter L. Jakab (Ph.D. 1989). In June 2013, I will complete 30
Honors
College
class at Indiana University—South Bend (not
years at the Smithsonian National Air and Space Museum. My
surprisingly,
Jonathan’s
students love him!), and for a panel honcurrent position is Associate Director and Chief Curator of the
oring
my
Radical
Middle
Class put on by the Oregon Cartoon
museum. During the past three decades, I have had the thrill of
Institute
as
part
of
a
series
reassessing the legacy of Portland’s
collecting artifacts such as the Space Shuttle Discovery, and
own
Mel
Blanc.
That’s
All
Folks!
spending time with historic figures such as John Glenn and Neil
Armstrong. It’s been an amazing ride. At the moment, I am
curating a small short-term exhibition featuring an original Leonardo da Vinci Codex, on loan from the Biblioteca Reale in Turin. It is an extraordinary opportunity to get an original da Vinci
item. Loans of da Vinci material to the United States are extremely rare. I currently reside just outside Washington, DC, in
Alexandria, Va. In my spare time, you can find me on the tennis
court, or helicopter skiing off the glacier in the Canadian Rockies.
Life is good.

Stephanie Jones-Rogers is an Assistant Professor of U.S. Women's History at the University of Iowa and holds a joint appointment in the departments of History and Gender, Women's and
Sexuality Studies. She completed her dissertation under the direction of Deborah Gray White. She is the recipient of the Organization of American Historians 2013 Lerner-Scott Prize, which is
awarded for the best dissertation in U.S. women's history. She is
currently completing her book manuscript She Thought She Could
Find A Better Market: White Women, Enslaved African AmeriKenneth Janken. I have been at the University of North Carolina cans and the Domestic Slave Trade, which dramatically reshapes
our understanding of white women’s economic relationships to
since graduating in 1991. I am most of the way (that is, more
than 50 percent) through the writing of a history of the Wilming- slavery, how their investments in the institution shaped their gender identities and how their economic ties to the system impacted
ton Ten, which will be published by UNC Press.
the lives of enslaved people during the nineteenth century.
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Lisa Kazmier. After a number of years working as a full time
lecturer or visiting assistant professor, I have had to file for disability benefits, given the manifesting of Lyme Disease and Babesia in my body. Both probably date back to a single tick bite in
1996.
If I can recover while on disability, I hope to complete a
book expanding my dissertation which I hope will someday give
me reentry into a career in history. It seems to me a combination
of factors has made me unemployable and at present I lack the
full capacity to reverse this status.
Melissa R. Klapper. Quite a lot has happened since the last
newsletter went out. After jumping through all the hoops, I was
promoted to full professor at Rowan University, where I have
also been serving as Director of Women’s and Gender Studies. I
spent the fall of 2011 as a fellow at the University of Michigan’s
Frankel Institute for Advanced Judaic Studies, an experience that
offered an interesting window into life at a major research university. My Journal of American History article on American Jewish women and the interwar peace movement was awarded the
Charles DeBenedetti article prize by the Peace History Society.
That article was drawn from research on my new book, which has
just appeared: Ballots, Babies, and Banners of Peace: American
Jewish Women’s Activism, 1890-1940 (NYU Press, 2013). The
book seems to be generating a great deal of interest, and I’ve
been doing a lot of public speaking in both academic and community settings. All is well here in the Philly suburbs.

tively entitled “Mutual Misunderstanding: A History of U.S.
Cultural Diplomacy from Benjamin Franklin to Hip-Hop,” to be
part of a series on U.S. international relations and published by
Bloomsbury Press. I also gave a lecture entitled, “When Fine Art
Attacks!: Propaganda, Censorship, and Visions of America in
the Cold War,” as part of the symposium “Partners and Adversaries: The Art of Collaboration” at the Sheldon Museum of Art
at the University of Nebraska. As a result of that presentation, I
was asked to write up essays on five artists—Yasuo Kuniyoshi,
Ben Shahn, George Ault, Milton Avery, and Kent Rockwell—for
the museum’s new catalog. All of that, plus kids, cats, and flailing away on the golf course made for an interesting year.
Julie Landweber. Since 2011, I have been fortunate enough to
receive a sabbatical to work on a new biographical project on
Sophie Germain, a self-taught female mathematician who lived
through the French Revolution and was granted a prize from Napoleon for research in the physics of vibrating surfaces. I have
also continued to work on my earlier and ongoing interests in
French-Ottoman relations, attending a workshop at Princeton on
turqueries and another workshop at McMaster University (in
Hamilton, Ontario) on identity formation in the Ottoman Empire.
Thirdly, I am continuing to research the history of coffee’s adoption into seventeenth- and eighteenth-century French foodways
and culture.

Our son Nicholas is nearly seven. He’s eager to return to
France as we’ve promised him a ride on the TGV (he loves
Cynthia Kreisel. Last year, I was promoted to Associate Profes- trains), and he’s begging us for a visit to Monet’s gardens at
sor of History at Thiel College in Greenville, Pennsylvania. I am Giverny (he has dreams about becoming an artist when he grows
up). Closer to home in New Jersey, he’s become fascinated with
currently looking for a publisher for my book project, Between
War and Revolution: French Women and the Sexual Practices of living history by exploring the former homes of George WashDaily Life, 1952-1967, and have been waiting semi-patiently for ington and William Penn, and by visiting historic Jamestown in
word on the project’s status at one particular house. Over the last Virginia.
two years I created, proposed, and will now direct Thiel’s first
Justin Lorts and Abigail Lewis. Contrary to the Rutgers's HisWomen’s and Gender Studies program.
tory website, Abigail and I have been gainfully employed in
Michael L. Krenn. In addition to my duties as Faculty Coordina- higher education for years. After being at NYU for seven year, as
tor for First Year Seminar, I managed to maintain a fairly produc- both an administrator in the College of Arts and Science and an
tive research schedule during the past year. The highlights were associate/part-time faculty member at the Gallatin School of Individualized Study, I moved to Princeton University last January to
the publication of my chapter, “Token Diplomacy: The United
States, Race, and the Cold War,” in Race, Ethnicity, and the Cold become the Director of Studies at Whitman College. In this role,
War: A Global Perspective, ed. Philip Muehlenbeck (Vanderbilt I coordinate freshman and sophomore advising in the residential
University Press, 2012):3-32, and my lead essay, “Race and For- college and work with my colleagues to provide intellectual programming for the students in Whitman. Abigail is currently at
eign Relations,” in The Oxford Encyclopedia of American MiliBarnard College as the Associate Director of the Athena Center
tary and Diplomatic History (Oxford University Press, January
for Leadership Studies. She oversees the Center's undergraduate
2013). Another work will appear this summer: a chapter entiprograms and teaches their core classes - Women and Leadership,
tled, “The Color of Obama’s World: Race and Diplomacy During the Obama Administration,” in the book, Barack Obama and and the Senior Interdisciplinary Seminar. As 2013 progresses, I
plan on finishing up my manuscript for publication and Abigail is
the Myth of a Post-Racial America, edited by Mark Ledwidge,
Kevern Verney, and Inderjeet Parmar (Routledge, August 2013). co-writing a book on collegiate women's leadership with a former
colleague from Douglass Residential College at Rutgers.
And finally, another chapter, “Carl Rowan and the Dilemma of
We are currently splitting our time between Brooklyn
Civil Rights, Propaganda, and the Cold War,” is part of a book
and Princeton, which has become slightly more complicated
manuscript entitled, “African Americans in American Foreign
since the birth of our son, Fitzgerald Arthur Lewis-Lorts, on DePolicy: From Frederick Douglass to the Age of Obama,” edited
by Linda Heywood, Allison Blakely, Charles Stith and Joshua C. cember 22, 2012. But we are up to the challenge.
Yesnowitz that just received an advance contract from the UniMarc Mappen. Some thoughts occasioned by my retirement: I
versity of Illinois Press. Several other projects also kept me
graduated from Boston University in 1967 with a BA in Ameribusy. I received a University Research Council in support of my
can History. I fondly recall how exciting it was to be a college
book project, tentatively entitled “Foreshadowing Deeper Shadstudent in the heady hippie atmosphere of Boston in the
ows to Come: Race, Science, and the Coming of the Civil War,”
1960s. After graduation I left Boston and my youth behind and
and finished up the archival research this past summer. And I
went on to Rutgers where I got married, obtained my Ph.D., and
just recently received a contract for another book project, tenta21

that studying African American history could lead to Kyoto? I
spent three weeks in Japan giving lectures on the modern civil
rights movement and attending American Studies conferences; a
During that time I developed an interest in writing
week at Yamaguchi University in Yamaguchi-shi; a few days in
and lecturing about New Jersey history for a popular audience,
Nagoya; and finally Kyoto and Tokyo. Not only did I meet other
following the dictum of David McCullough, "No harm's done to
American scholars doing transnational and comparative research,
history by making it something someone would want to read." To
I was also able to connect with Japanese (and Korean) scholars
pursue that interest I left Rutgers after 33 years to become the
who share similar interests. At the end of the fellowship, my
executive director of the New Jersey Historical Commission, in
husband, Adam, met me in Tokyo and we traveled throughout
which capacity I was described by the New York Times as "the
Japan for another ten days. It was incredible.
eminent New Jersey historian."
My trip to Japan offered the perfect bookend to my first
I retired in 2010 (thank you TIAA-CREF!) and these
project and allowed me to start thinking about a new one. My
days am keeping busy by doing part-time history teaching at Rutcurrent research focuses on a southern-style murder case in Degers and working on my sixth history book. And to think it all
troit in 1967 and will explore the role of race, sex, and police
began when I came to banks of the old Raritan some 46 years
brutality in the “post” civil-rights-era north.
ago.
While I focus in on the past, my children embrace the
April Masten and Vincent DiGirolamo are still living on Long
present. Ruby will start kindergarten in the fall and Rhys will turn
Island in New York, and teaching history at Stony Brook Univer3 this summer. Each day is an adventure.
sity and Baruch College, respectively. Their daughter Cara,
Lucia McMahon. I am very pleased to report that my book,
whom some of you may remember as a 4-year-old, is at Cornell
Mere Equals: The Paradox of Educated Women in the Early
pursuing a PhD in Linguistics and writing novels on the side.
Vince continues to track the illusive newsboy, illuminate the con- American Republic, was published in 2012 by Cornell University
text of Ashcan art, and recover other lost figures and their work. Press. I also had an article on women's mothering and mourning
practices published in the spring 2012 issue of the Journal of the
I (April) still adore nineteenth-century women artists, but have
been working on a new project for some years – challenge danc- Early Republic. I am currently an associate professor at William
ing in Antebellum America. Two articles on the Black-Irish ori- Paterson University, where I teach courses in women’s history
and early national U.S. history. My daughter Elizabeth, born
gins of challenge dancing are coming out in 2013, one online in
Common-place and the other in a book of collected essays called when I was a graduate student at Rutgers, is now a freshman in
high school (how did that happen?!) and my son Jackson is enCultures in Motion, published by Princeton University Press. I
think with pleasure of my Rutgers days and colleagues often. We joying 5th grade. Best wishes to all!
like guests.
Peter P. Mickulas. I remain the history (of medicine) and social
Danielle L. McGuire Wayne State University (‘07). It has been sciences (sociology/criminology) acquiring editor at Rutgers Unibusy! For the past two and a half years, we have schlepped our
versity Press. The Press recently celebrated its 75th anniversary
two kids on what turned out to be a very long book tour. I spoke and is undergoing some happy changes: we're upgrading our web
at over eighty colleges, universities, public libraries, and private presence, while joining with dozens of other university presses to
organizations about my first book, At the Dark End of the Street: create a viable method for digitizing and disseminating e-versions
Rape, Black Women and Resistance—a New History of the Civil of the books we publish. In 2012 we were fortunate to move our
Rights Movement from Rosa Parks to the Rise of Black Power.
offices to the new Gateway building opposite the New Brunswick
We had a great time meeting new people and hanging out with
railroad station downtown. We are right on the College Ave.
old friends across the country. I am especially proud that my
Campus, opposite Winants Hall.
book helped make history: on April 28, 2011 the Alabama LegisAs acquiring editor, I enjoy traveling to academic conlature unanimously passed a resolution apologizing to Recy Tayferences in different disciplines throughout the year. It's a great
lor, 91, for the state’s refusal to properly investigate her 1944
job in that I get to talk to smart people about their ongoing recase. Taylor was a young mother and sharecropper in Abbeville,
search and writing -- and, whenever possible, to publish that reAlabama when she was kidnapped and raped at gunpoint by a
search for them in book form. My wife Mary Gilbert, a former
group of white men. Her bold testimony about racialized sexual
Rutgers philosophy department graduate fellow, now works in
violence in 1944 helped launch Rosa Parks’ career as an activist
Manhattan for Conde Nast Digital publications. She and I continand was a catalyst for the civil rights movement. A month later,
ue our busy suburban New Jersey lives as the parents of a fourthTaylor was honored at the National Press Club, where
grader. We were very happy to see some old RU History Dept
the standing-room-only crowd celebrated her courage and recogfriends, Finis Dunaway and Dana Capell and their wonderful kids
nized her as a civil rights heroine. “I never lived in a way that
for a brief visit over the Christmas break. We hope it's not anothanybody cared about my feelings,” she said. “I never lived that
er ten years before we can return the favor and visit them in Onkind of life, but I always wanted it. Now I believe that a lot of
tario.
people care about me and that makes me feel good.” The state
apology and the National Press Club event proved what I’ve alPaul Milkman will be retiring after 41 years of teaching, the last
ways felt: that researching and writing history matters; it affects 25 at Midwood High School. He plans to write a history of New
real people and their lives.
York City municipal politics called The Imperial Mayoralty.

ultimately became an associate dean for academic affairs at the
University.

Writing about the past can lead to all kinds of new expe- Dean A. Miller (Ph.D., 1963). The year 2012 was active in
riences in the present. Last spring I was honored to receive one of scholarly terms, though I had no conference/colloquium activity
the OAH’s short-term residency fellowships in Japan. Who knew on the agenda, for a change. From late 2011 through the end of
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2012, I published five articles, three of them overseas: (1)
“Culture and Nature, Road and Wilderness: The Ecology of
Myth” in the actes of a Belgian colloquium, Routes et parcours
mythiques: des texts à l’archéologie (published by Éditions Safran, Brussels); (2) “The Pivot of the System: Dumézil’s Second
Function” in Ollodagos (Brussels); (3) “The Hero: Late if not
Last Thoughts” in a volume of the Journal of Indo-European
Studies (Monograph Series 60); (4) “The Byzantine and Armenian Cultural Interface: A Sketch” in another JI-ES Monograph
(61), and (5) “The Mórríoghan and Her Indo-European WarGoddess Cohorts,” in the Edinburgh-based journal Cosmos.

journals that were written during the Corps of Discovery Expedition of 1804-1806 through the newly-purchased Louisiana Territory, and have made one presentation at the Conference on
Health and Medicine in the Era of Lewis and Clark at the College
of Physicians in Philadelphia.

My husband, Gordon (who is now in his sixth year as
Director of the Environmental Studies Program at SU), and I continue to love living in the Northwest where we can hike and camp
to our hearts’ content. We are also very active in our local Habitat for Humanity chapter. Over spring break I’m leading a group
of ten to rebuild houses in New Orleans that were damaged durI was particularly pleased with the Byzantine-Armenian ing the hurricane Katrina. Recently, we turned our home remodentry, since this was the first time in many years that I had gone eling skills to good use fixing up a rental property in the Belltown
section of Seattle. Finally, Gordon and I will be celebrating our
back to this topic, which I first explored at Rutgers with the late
Peter Charanis. The “war-goddess” effort was an expanded ver- 35th wedding anniversary in August and will be especially poignsion of a paper read in late 2011 at the 14th International Congress ant given that gay Washingtonians are now able to legally marry.
of Celtic Studies, in Maynooth, Ireland.
Jennifer Miller (2008). I’m currently at Southern Illinois UniI continue to edit manuscripts and handle book reviews versity Edwardsville. Two summers ago, I took part in a Fulfor the Journal of Indo-European Studies (in the area of culture
bright German Studies Seminar on "Ethnic Diversity and National Identity," in Berlin and Brussels. I ran into Bonnie on my
and mythology) and I am still listed on the Editorial Boards of
several journals and societies, including the mysterious Societas flight to Berlin! I have also recently caught up with other RutCelto-Slavica, and the Traditional Cosmology Society. As I have gers people (Darci Fontaine and Rebecca Scales) at the AP European history Reading, at the German Studies Association Annual
to say who shouldn’t, there are some very strange ducks in the
field of Comparative Mythology. And as someone else said: So Meeting (Svanur Petursson, Laurie Marhoefer, Peter PolakSpringer, who now has a baby girl) and at Melissa Stein's wedit goes.
ding. Last summer I started new research in Berlin at the ArJacquelyn Miller (1995). After serving as Associate Provost for
chives of the former East German State Police (the infamous StaFaculty Affairs for six and a half years, I transitioned back into
si), which has been really interesting. My most recent article
the faculty in September of 2012 and took on a half time position
came out in German History (vol 30. no.4) in December and is
as Associate Director of Faculty Professional Development. In
about the implications of train "transports" of Turkish "guest
this position, my responsibilities include creating an orientation
workers" in postwar West Germany. Time flies when you are
program for department chairs and program directors and to prohaving fun; it's hard to believe five years have passed already!
vide opportunities for other faculty in the area of leadership development. So far, our office has organized a monthly meeting,
Marina Mogilner and Ilya Gerasimov report that they are movor more officially a community of practice, of department/
ing from Kazan, Russia, to Chicago this summer. Marina has
programs leaders to discuss issues that are of current interest or
accepted an associate professorship at the University of Illinois at
causing them problems. I’ve also been meeting with a subgroup
Chicago, and Ilya will bring to Chicago the scholarly quarterly,
of women department chairs who are dealing with difficult and
Ab Imperio, which they founded 14 years ago and of which Ilya
disruptive faculty. In this new role, I’ve also been developing a
is now the principal editor.
database we call FAQNet (Faculty Asking Questions/Faculty
Answering Queries) that will serve as a way for faculty to locate Edward Muir (MA, 1970, PhD 1975) is the Clarence L. Ver
Steeg Professor in the Arts and Sciences at Northwestern Univercolleagues within the university who have expertise in areas of
sity. He recently won the Distinguished Achievement Award from
faculty life other than disciplinary expertise. It will serve as a
the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation. With the prize money he has
less formal campus-wide mentoring system and has the advantage of allowing faculty to work with a variety of colleagues founded with his Northwestern colleague, Regina Schwartz, the
rather than just one, which the research says is a better approach. Academy for Advanced Study in the Renaissance, which provides fellowships for 12 advanced graduate students to work with
I’m also on sabbatical half time this academic year,
distinguished European faculty in Oxford, Stratford-upon-Avon,
which is really wonderful after serving in administrative positions
Rome, Naples, and Florence. The first group will take up their
for eleven years with little time off. I’m taking this opportunity
fellowships in April 2013. He was also elected a member of the
to catch up on scholarly projects that I left behind when I became
Academia Europaea in 2011.
Associate Provost and to delve back into reading in my field of
early American History. My current research project grew out of Jonathan Nashel. I’m chair of a small department in a regional
courses that I cross-listed in our Women and Gender Studies pro- campus in the Midwest. I now know why the caged bird
gram, Gender and Sexuality in the United States and the History sings. Other than dealing with an insatiable desire to hoard powof Motherhood, an interdisciplinary course that studied parenting er and smite all dissenters, I look forward to a sabbatical where I
across species. My current project focuses on how views of man- can get back to doing something with far less drama or intrigue:
writing my next book, a cultural history of the CIA.
hood intersected with racial and national identities during the
early years of the American Republic, particularly in the context jnashel@iusb.edu
of ideas about physical suffering and illness. I’ve already comRob Nelson continues to work at the University of Pennsylvania
pleted some research in this area, particularly an analysis of the
where he is the Executive Director for Education and Academic
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Planning in the Office of the Provost. His duties include coordinating academic policies and assessment for graduate and undergraduate education, overseeing New Student Orientation and the
Center for Undergraduate Research, and directing the self-study
for Penn’s upcoming Middle States Commission on Higher Education reaccreditation review. He recently completed a four-year
term as a Fellow in Harrison College House and now lives in the
Graduate Hospital neighborhood of Philadelphia.

cus Priscus or Popedius Priscus, the baker, Sal is having fun discovering the role of the Priscus clan in Roman history.
Tammy Proctor has accepted a position as Department Head in
the History Department at Utah State University in Logan, beginning in August 2013. Not only is this a challenging professional
opportunity and a chance to enjoy the pleasures of Utah’s outdoor
life, but she is delighted that she will get to work once again with
Colleen O’Neill, another Rutgers history alum.

Lisa Phillips. I am happy to report that my book, A Renegade
Union: Interracial Organizing and Labor Radicalism has been
published by the University of Illinois Press as part of its Working-Class in American History Series, woo-hoo. It was a LONG
time in coming but more than worth it. I'm enjoying life now as a
tenured faculty member of the History Department at Indiana
State University. Funny how tenure seems to have made me feel
more productive despite the stereotypes. It's amazing what happens when all of that pressure is lifted. My family is doing
well. My daughter Joanna is now eight, my son Nate is six, and
I'm enjoying spending every minute I can with them. Life is
good! and that's due in no small part to my Rutgers training.

Lex Renda (RC '82): I'm still up here in UW-Milwaukee and in
general, life is good. I teach courses on statistical methods, the
origins of the Civil War, the American history survey, and starting this past fall, one on politics and the Supreme Court in U.S.
history. I teach completely online (I have not set foot in a classroom in 10 years). I've been an associate chair in the department
for most of the past 15 years, and I now coordinate the College of
Letters and Sciences's summer instructional budget. My main
research interest is partisan competition in past presidential elections. My son Michael is now a freshman at Hartwick College in
upstate New York. He is majoring in biochem (he's a pre-med
student) and for some strange reason, he is not interested in a
Hermann Platt (Ph.D., 1963). After receiving my Ph.D., I joined career involving the study of history.
the history department of St. Peter's College in Jersey City, where
Jack Reynolds and Liz Lennon have resided in San Antonio,
I remained for 37 years as an active faculty member. My one
Texas for a quarter of a century. Yippee-Ty-Yi-Ya. This does
deviation came in the academic year 1971-1972, when I taught
not make us TEXANS, of course, where they set the standard at
one graduate course a semester at N.Y.U., filling in for Carl
three generations, but it is long enough to leave us stumped when
Prince, also a Rutgers Ph.D. from 1963. In 2001, I went into what
people ask us where we are from. Meantime, we have redefined
St. Peter's calls "phased retirement", where for 5 years I taught
the meaning of “hot” and “cold” weather, picked up a few Texhalftime. Not yet ready to hang up my hat, I stayed on for another
Mex recipes, and concluded that there are many worse places on
five years teaching one course a semester as an adjunct. Although
the planet than San Antonio.
the bulk of my time was taken up with teaching, I was able to
publish several articles in New Jersey History on New Jersey's
Not long after moving to the Lone Star State Liz left
policy towards the sale and lease of tidelands, the last of which
computer programming behind and picked up an M.A. in math.
won the New Jersey Historical Commission's "Richard P.
Now she is an Associate Professor in the Math Department at San
McCormick Prize for Scholarly Publication" in 1991.
Antonio College. In recent years she has jumped in to on-line
teaching with both feet. Her perfectionist tendencies (which her
I have been fully retired from St Peter's College (now
husband thankfully does not share) compel her to devote considUniversity) for the past two years. Still with my wits about
erable time to her courses. She devotes a lot of time to a course
me and with curiosity about Jersey City's past, I decided to
designed to teach the principles of mathematics to elementary
continue as a writer. I teamed up with Aerline Diaz, a friend
school teachers. When she is not at her keyboard Liz has lately
with the same interest in the past. With her experience in inbeen expressing her artistic sensibilities with carpentry work and
vestigation and genealogy she does the "leg work" of rebasket weaving.
search, and with my background as an historian I do the writing, winning the Owen Grundy Award in May 2012 from the
In 2006 Cambridge University Press published The DeJersey City Landmark and Preservation Society for the best
mise of the American Convention System, 1880 – 1911, which
piece of research on local history for that year.
Jack managed to crank out in a mere twenty years! During that
time, he wants it understood, he also served as History DepartCarl Prince (Prof. Emeritus, NYU). I'm just finishing a book:
ment chair at the University of Texas at San Antonio, where he
The New York Yankees: Race and Politics in the Great Deprescommuned daily with remorseful students, righteous faculty, and
sion. Still working as well with NYU's Alumni Office, and my
meddling administrators.
wife Linda Smith still practices medicine a day or two a
week. Plenty of time left for our grandchildren.
He is presently completing a multi-year grant to develop
instructional modules for teaching the U. S. History survey in a
Salvatore Prisco. Since retiring (2011) as Humanities and Social
blended format (on line and in person). So, at age sixty plus,
Science Division Director at Stevens Institute of Technology in
Jack is still experimenting with technology and training grad stuHoboken, NJ, Sal Prisco has been pursuing Roman history and
dents in the same. The i-pad and social media are all well and
the Italian language with an eye to the "Priscus" family in ancient
good, but sometimes he misses his boxes of computer cards.
Pompeii. Sal's family came from modern day Herculaneum
(Ercolano) and were bakers as far back as anyone can reOur daughter, Elisha Reynolds, graduated from the Unicall. Visits to Pompeii and Ercolano last May and June led to
versity of Texas in Austin in 2006. Despite all her mother’s earthe discovery of the ruins of the Priscus bakery and the leadership nest efforts, Elisha became a history major. Her favorite profesof the last magistrate of Pompeii, Marcus Priscus, on that fateful sor by far was David Oshinsky, who was on her Dad’s dissertaday, Aug. 24, 79 A.D. Without claiming heredity to either Martion committee. (And who also snagged a Pulitzer Prize not too
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long ago.) Elisha is currently pursuing an M.A. degree while holding down a full time job as a student development specialist at
UTSA. Elisha and her husband, Sean Castro, have taken up residence with her parents, as representatives of the boomerang generation. Somehow we all get along; the extended family is alive
and well. In November of 2012 the UTSA history department
invited Rudy Bell to come down and give a couple of lectures.
Jack was pleased to discover that Rudy’s wit is as pungent as ever, and he appreciated the chance to compare notes on how they
are each using technology in their teaching. We also brought
Rudy and Laura to some of the local sites: Spanish Missions as
well as the LBJ ranch. They might have enjoyed their stay more if
they weren’t each nursing a cold. Some thirty plus years ago Jack
met Liz in one of Rudy’s quantitative methods classes, so we
were only too happy to play host to their visit.
After the housing market crashed in 2008, we picked up
a place on Cape Cod where the greater Reynolds clan has put
down roots for a couple of generations now. For the foreseeable
future, we expect to be socializing and summering in New England and working and wintering in Texas. You can track Jack
down on facebook – but Liz is far too busy for that nonsense.
They would be delighted to hear from any other Bishop House
alum at john.reynolds@utsa.edu.
Elizabeth Rose made the shift from a university to a museum
setting in 2012, and is the Library Director at the Fairfield Museum & History Center in Connecticut. Has enjoyed working on
museum exhibits (including one on the Emancipation Proclamation, with Rutgers faculty Lou Masur) as well as taking on the
challenges of running a history library and archive in the digital
age. Commuting across the state to get to the job - not so much.
For more, see www.fairfieldhistory.org or follow me at
@HistoryLibrary.
Anne Rubenstein. I am an associate professor of history at York
University in Toronto and after twelve years here I still feel as
though I won the history-professor lottery in getting this job.
Mainly what I’ve been doing lately is working with graduate students. Since December 2010 seven students at York have defended dissertations in Latin American history, five of them supervised or co-supervised by me. One more is scheduled to defend in
April. That’s a lot of chapter drafts to read, and a lot of letters of
recommendation to write. I have new appreciation for the hard
work of my own supervisory committee (thank you Sam Baily,
Ginny Yans and especially Mark Wasserman.) Luckily, I have
terrific colleagues and terrific students so the work may be hard
but it’s also very enjoyable. Although most of our graduates have
done well on the job market – so presumably other universities
have work for Latin Americanists to do - we’re facing decreased
undergraduate demand for Latin American history here at York.
Thus I’m revamping my teaching to focus on “the Americas,”
with new courses in the history of mass media and popular culture, and the history of food. Doing the background reading and
writing the lectures has been a lot of fun. Finally, in between reading students’ manuscripts I am slowly working on one of my own,
about movie-going as an element of identity formation in twentieth century Mexico. And I co-edited a volume on masculinity in
modern Mexican history, just out in 2012.
Otherwise, I am trying to keep my aging body from falling apart altogether, and struggling to find the time for friends,
family, art, domestic life and travel, and all those other aspects of
a meaningful and balanced life. I miss so many of you and hope to
see you all at the Berks in Toronto in 2014, or whenever your

travels bring you to the area.
Sara Rzeszutek Haviland. I am an Assistant Professor of History
at St. Francis College in Brooklyn Heights, and I really love
teaching here. I’ve had some fantastic opportunities to participate
in some exciting projects. I am a faculty member in the Students
and Faculty in the Archive program, which is a grant-funded project that allows first-year survey courses at three local institutions
to use archival collections at Brooklyn Historical Society
(safa.brooklynhistory.org). SAFA emphasizes hands-on experiences as a way to improve student engagement and offers students
an opportunity to develop archival research skills. Through this
project, we are building a model for collaborations between colleges and local historical and cultural institutions that is being
replicated in several other regions. In addition to that, I’ve been a
faculty participant in the American Historical Association Tuning
Project (historians.org/tuning), which seeks to define and communicate the value of a history degree to a range of stakeholders,
including students, administration, parents, their communities,
and employers. It’s exciting to be a part of a project will help us
provide our students not only with a strong foundation in history
skills, but also the ability to articulate the benefits of their degree
and translate their skills to a range of settings. I’m also working
hard on my manuscript, and expect to complete it by the end of
the year. It will be published by the University Press of Kentucky.
Joyce E. Salisbury. I’ve been retired from University of Wisconsin – Green Bay, and have been busier than ever. I continue to
write, working on two books right now – one on the Martyrs of
Lyons, and another on the Roman Empress, Galla Placidia. In
addition I’ve had great travel opportunities. I regularly lecture on
small British cruise ships through the Mediterranean, and I’ve
taught twice around the world on Semester at Sea through the
University of Virginia. I’ve been invited to do so again beginning
January 2014. It’s a terrific experience, and I get to know some
wonderful people.
Juan C. Santamarina (Ph.D. 1995). Juan began his new role as
Chair of the University of Dayton’s Department of History in July
2012. From 2010 to 2012 he served as the Director of the International Studies Program at UD, an extraordinary inter-disciplinary
program with about 160 majors and with faculty from various
departments across the College of Arts and Sciences. While that
experience was very rewarding, his new role as department chair
has been even more interesting given the number and diversity of
faculty in the department. In terms of research projects, his work
on a new film and book on Cuba continue, albeit at a slower pace
due to his other commitments. And that research is a bit of a departure from previous work in that it deals more fully with revolutionary Cuba. Finally, Juan continues to travel a significant
amount, this past year focused more on the US, Canada, Peru, and
the Caribbean.
Yutaka Sasaki (Ph.D., 2005). Greetings from Osaka, Japan. I am
very happy to tell all of you - my old professors, former fellow
graduate students and friends at Rutgers - that I have been doing
well in this part of Japan since I left New Brunswick in 1995. I am
also very happy to tell you that my Rutgers connection continues
to thrive. I have been in touch with Professors John Chambers,
my thesis advisor, Donald Roden, Ginny Yans, and Kurt Piehler.
I am proud to tell you that my academic experience in the history
department at Rutgers continues to be the greatest asset to my
professional life as a historian. I am always thankful to all of you
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teach and collaborative colleagues. Besides teaching, I am currently working on a paper I will present at this year’s LAWCHA
On a personal note, after teaching at Soai University in
conference in NYC in June.
Osaka for seventeen years, I left the university and got a new
I still live in Brooklyn with my husband, former Rutgers
position last year. I now teach at Kyoto University of Foreign
Studies located in Kyoto, the ancient capital city in Japan. If you alum Randy Stearns, our son Soren (now 8), our elderly cat Oswald and our young (cat-pestering) rescued dog Rocket. We
have a chance to visit Japan, especially the Kyoto-Osaka area,
spend as many weekends as possible at our little weekend house
please look me up. I am more than happy to show you around
Kyoto and Osaka. I am very much looking forward to having a
in Copake Falls, NY.
chance to renew old friendships. My email address is
Pamela Walker (1992). In August 2012, I was appointed to the
y_sasaki@kufs.ac.jp
Joint Chair in Women’s Studies, a research chair held jointly
between the Universite d’Ottawa and Carleton University. I teach
Janann Sherman. I am retiring in May and moving to
Vinalhaven Island, Maine. I fell in love with the place on my first one term at one university, the next term at the other. The position also provides funds for me to host conferences, talks and
visit in the summer of 1986. It was my first year in graduate
school, and I was on a mission to deliver a late seminar paper to other events to highlight research on gender and women to the
two universities. It is the most interesting part of my work beDr. Philip Greven at his summer home. Some years later, while
working in Maine on my dissertation on Senator Margaret Chase cause it requires me to find out what research is going on at the
two campuses and create opportunities to foster that research by
Smith, my husband and I made regular visits to the island and
talked of retiring there. Now I am realizing that dream although, bringing in scholars and creating events to interest not just the
university communities but also NGOs, various levels of governalas, alone.
ment, or other organizations. It also requires that I speak French
I've spent the past 19 years at the University of Memoften and my rusty French is getting better. I continue to work on
phis, nine of them as Chair of the History Department. I've pubmy research on how British missions reshaped British ideas about
lished 8 books, half of them histories of the city and the Universifaith, gender and Britishness. This July, I am attending a conferty of Memphis. It has been an enormously satisfying career, but I
ence to present part of my research in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia. I
am looking forward to less administration and more time to write
plan to take my thirteen year old daughter with me to travel in the
in one of the most beautiful places on earth.
region. It is my first time visiting any country in Africa and I am
Catherine Howey Stearn (2007). I am pleased to share both the pleased to have this opportunity. If any Rutgers friends have visprofessional and personal events that I have experienced over the ited Ethiopia and have suggestions for us, please send them along
past two years. At the end of the last academic year (May 2012) I to me. In August 2014, I will return to the history department
after 8 years of administrative work and this research chair. One
received tenure and a promotion to associate professor. Then at
of my former MA students is now working on a PhD at Rutgers
the close of the Fall 2012 semester my latest article came out,
and I always enjoy her news about the program. I hear it contin“Critique or Compliment?: Lady Mary Sidney’s 1573 New
ues to be a wonderful place for graduate students.
Year’s Gift to Queen Elizabeth I,” The Sidney Journal 30.2
(2012), 109-127. However, my greatest achievement and joy
Bob Weiner. Thrilled to report that Richard Sharpless (also Rutcame when I, along with my husband, Rod, welcomed our first
gers) and I have recently coauthored An Uncertain Future: Voicchild into the world. Robert Walter Stearn was born on January
es of a French Jewish Community, 1940-2012, The Jews of Dijon
28, 2013 weighing in at 6lbs 14oz and measuring 20.5 inches.
(University of Toronto Press, 2012), and that we are continuing
He’s already growing at a phenomenal rate, and I am relishing
to oversee the translation and editing of about 400 pages of matemy new role as mother.
rials from the Jewish communal journal of Dijon, Mazal Tov,
Melissa Stein. This has been a very busy year! I’m currently
which will be published on Lafayette's web in two stages, this
completing my second year at the University of Kentucky as an
year and next. These articles have been culled from issues coverassistant professor in the Gender & Women’s Studies Departing 1978 to the present, thus making available an interesting and
ment, which is launching a new PhD program in the fall. My arti- useful primary source for students and scholars; and, since memcle, “‘Nature is the author of such restrictions’: Science, Ethnobers of the community immigrated to France from places far and
logical Medicine, and Jim Crow,” was published in The Folly of wide, our book and supplementary project present a larger story
Jim Crow: Rethinking the Segregated South, 1880-1920 (edited
than Dijon or France as well.
by Natalie Ring and Stephanie Cole, Texas A&M University
This has been a labor of love for me since 1993, when I
Press) in 2012 and I’ve been busy finishing the final draft of my first brought a group of Lafayette students to study in Dijon for a
book manuscript based on my dissertation, which is under consemester, followed by another such experience in 2000, and
tract with the University of Minnesota Press. Last, but certainly
many shorter visits in between and thereafter. Richard and I have
not least, I got married in September, with several other alums of been colleagues and dear friends at Lafayette since 1971, when
the Rutgers history department in attendance, and my wife Kelly he joined me at the college. His special brilliance as an editor was
invaluable, since our book is based on some 3500 pp. of translatand I are thoroughly enjoying our new city of Lexington.
ed/transcribed interviews.
Jennifer Tammi (MA '99). I finally completed my dissertation,
Obviously no longer youngsters, both of us will breathe
Minding Our Own Business: Community, Consumers and Coopa sigh of relief when the web project is finally completed. Meaneration, in May of 2012 under the direction of Alice Kesslerwhile, I have decided not to accept Lafayette's buyout package,
Harris (work begun at Rutgers but finished at Columbia). I am
since I can still kick ass in the classroom. Even more, I love recontinuing to teach history at Ethical Culture Fieldston School in
turning to Highland Park in order to visit my Rutgers PsiD son,
Riverdale (have been teaching there since fall of 2009). I am
Mark, and Rutgers MSW daughter in law, Ruth, and their two
lucky to have engaged students, interesting elective courses to

for making my time at Rutgers such a rewarding experience.
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children, Alex and Ben. I should also add that I am probably
Henry Winkler's last Rutgers Ph.D. student, and that I had a
warm conversation with Henry's wonderful wife, Bea, about one
month ago. Friends of the family should definitely stay in contact
with Bea, who remained Henry's beloved partner and caretaker
until the very end.
Andrea Weiss. I came back from a heavenly sabbatical year in
Barcelona to begin my 10th year teaching at The City College of
New York. This year I am fortunate to have been given some

start-up funds to begin The Documentary Forum, a center for
documentary studies for the college and the local Harlem community.
My good news is that a book of mine that has been long
out of print, "Paris Was a Woman", will be re-issued next fall
after nearly 20 years. I also wrote a long essay about my year in
Barcelona and the debates in Spain over historical memory:
http://www.transtudies.org/Weiss.html. I am developing it into a
documentary film that I intend to shoot in Spain this summer.

NOTE FROM VICE CHAIR FOR GRADUATE STUDIES
Greetings and salutations! I am delighted that our graduate program newsletter is once again a reality, thanks to Paul Clemens and
Candace Walcott-Shepherd: we all in New Brunswick love to hear everyone’s news, and are equally pleased to share just how
extraordinary a program and department we remain. Despite the economy and national trends in the humanities, despite big changes at Rutgers, the History Department is stronger than ever. This spring, 20 students received their Ph.D. diplomas. Next spring,
we will also graduate our first M.A. recipients in many years, emerging from our exciting, new master’s program in global and
comparative history. While national trends are nothing to ignore, we have also maintained an extremely good placement record,
sending our graduates off this year to positions at the University of South Carolina and the University of Tennessee at Knoxville,
University of the Pacific and West Point, and many other institutions, academic and hybrid-academic; and to postdoctoral fellowships at Princeton, USC, and Case Western, among others.
Our recent graduates were honored with prizes again this year, such as the OAH Lerner-Scott prize, awarded to Stephanie JonesRogers (Ph.D. ‘12; now at the University of Iowa); the dissertation/young scholar book prize from the International Committee for
the History of Technology (ICOHTEC), presented to Laura Ann Twagira (Ph.D. ’13, beginning this fall at Wesleyan University,
following a postdoc at BU); and the Deep South Book Prize, Summersell Center, given to Danielle McGuire (Ph.D. ‘07, now at
Wayne State University). Anita Kurimay (Ph.D. ’13, completing a postdoc at the European University Institute and beginning at
Bryn Mawr College this fall) was featured in an interview in Kurimay’s native Hungary (http://444.hu/2013/05/30/aaa/) that
spurred a national discussion on homosexuality and its history in that country. Rutgers itself also gets how special our program and
its students are: this spring, we welcomed the return of leading Israeli writer and public intellectual Gadi Taub (Ph.D. ‘03), back to
pick up a Distinguished Alumni Award from the Graduate School. This external acclaim does not begin at the end of our students’
Rutgers careers; this year, it includes research and write-up funding from Fulbright, Mellon, Princeton, and SHRCC awarded to our
students, along with a university Bevier fellowship and Newark Scholar Teacher fellowship. We were also delighted to award the
first two department Susman fellowships, to Alejandro Gomez del Moral and Arika Easley-Hauser, who will complete their dissertations in the coming academic year.
Within the department, we also continue to make good things happen. The students organized a superb Susman conference this
year, bringing in participants from around the country, as well as our home-grown talent. If this spring treated us to a spectacular
conference honoring Bonnie Smith’s extraordinary role as graduate mentor, next fall promises one to fête Nancy Hewitt (feel free
to come join us for that!). Graduate students continue to organize the exciting Interpreting American History Lecture Series and
actively participate in and contribute to organizing events at the History Center (RCHA) and the Center for Race and Ethnicity, as
well as the series of Distinguished Lectures in European History and Distinguished Lectures in British Studies. And—we now
welcome the return of a lounge to the department, as well as other reorganization in Van Dyck that promises to make it a still more
enjoyable place to be.
Indeed, the process this spring of bringing in a new class of Ph.D. students for the fall made clear to me once more just how welcoming--and exciting--the program is. With a bumper crop of prospective students crowded around our meeting room table this
last March, current students offered their frank assessment of the program. I couldn’t have been more delighted (and relieved!), as
these current students spoke movingly to how the program exposed them to the most cutting-edge work and nurtured the development of their own work, in an atmosphere of community support and individual attention. I guess the prospectives felt the same
way: 20 of them accepted our offer of admission, from across the country and the world, a true embarrassment of riches! Fortunately, supported by our wonderful new colleagues, we have a terrific program to offer both our Ph.D. and M.A. students this fall.
And—just as fortunately—we continue to have our intrepid and indispensable graduate program administrator, Dawn Ruskai, to
make it all work for everyone!
If it sounds like I’m bragging shamelessly, it’s because I am. We—all—are part of a truly special thing. Please do keep us informed of what is happening with you—any changes in position, awards, etc.—and not just at newsletter time. (Write to
ruskai@history.rutgers.edu.) If you think we may not know where you are now, write to let us know. This kind of information is
extremely important for us to track, not least in support of both university and private funding, something we have to fight for harder now than ever. And if you would like to offer support yourself for our graduate program in these difficult times, we’d be extremely grateful.
With very best wishes!
Belinda Davis
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Support the History Department !
If you would like to make a gi* to any of the following programs in the History Department, please complete the form below.
You can also make a gi* online at h/p://www.support.rutgers.edu/history. If you have any ques3ons, please contact Paul Kuznekoﬀ, in the School of Arts & Sciences-New Brunswick Development Oﬃce, at 848-932-6457, kuznekoﬀ@sas.rutgers.edu.
Thank you!
Please make checks payable to Rutgers University Founda3on. Send this form and your check to: Rutgers University Founda3on,
Department of Accoun3ng, 120 Albany Street, New Brunswick, NJ 08901-1261
Enclosed is my generous gi* of $_________ toward:
Name: _________________________________________
Address: _________________________________________
_________________________________________

Clark Gershenson McClintock Fund
(Number 039079)
Warren Susman Fund
(Number 041435)

Phone: _________________________________________
Email:

_________________________________________

Comments: ______________________________________
________________________________________________
________________________________________________

Schla/er Memorial Fund
(Number 039332)
Marucci La3n Am History Fund
(Number 039780)
Unrestricted History Fund
(Number 039206)

The Claudia Clark Rebecca Gershenson Megan McClintock Fund, named for three of our students whose careers ended tragically prematurely, will provide a subvention for the publication by a university press of a first book by a recent Rutgers history PhD. Most university
presses lose between $5,000 and $10,000 on the publication of first books, and this fund will, we hope, provide important support for our
recent PhDs in furthering their careers. Claudia was the author of Radium Girls: Women and Industrial Health Reform, 1910 1935. Rebecca
was working on "Great Men on the Margins: Masculinity, Imperialism, and Republicanism in France, 18601880." Megan published a major
article in the Journal of American History in 1996 based on her dissertation, "Binding the Nation's Wounds: Nationalism, Civil War Pensions, and American Families, 1861 1890."
The Warren Susman Fund, was established through the generosity of Ms. Bea Susman and the assistance of many of Warren's former students. Warren's collection of essays, Culture as History, remains one of the defining texts of 20th century American intellectual and cultural
history. The fund continues to provide financial support for the annual graduate student conference, now in its 35th year, and originally a
creation of the "women's conspiracy" at Rutgers and a pioneering conference on women's history.
The Richard Schlatter Memorial Fund honors the distinguished intellectual historian who taught at Rutgers from 1946 to 1982, and whose
study Private Property is a classic in the field. The Schlatter Fund awards are made to assist graduate students with travel expenses associated with their research. Grants from this fund have been particularly helpful in allowing students to do dissertation research outside the United States.
The Horace & Marie Marucci Latin American History Fund, was established to help pre-dissertation students with travel and copying
and other expenses. Horace after a long and distinguished career as a urological surgeon entered our PhD program in the early 1990s. He
earned his degree in 2005, writing his dissertation on the “American Mining and Smelting Company in Mexico, 1900-1940”; he was seventyseven. He received his undergraduate degree from Rutgers in 1950.
Unrestricted History Fund is used to help with programming and special initiatives for both graduate and undergraduate students. The fund
has been used to support conferences and speaker series.
This newsle)er is published for alumni and friends
Newsle)er editor:
Paul Clemens
Coordinator:
Candace Walco)-Shepherd
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